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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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In Murray and
Calloway County
MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 30, 1972

Murray Is Named One
Of 121 Growth Centers

AY COUNTY

"There is little pleasure in the
world that is true and sincere
beside the pleasure of doing our
duty and doing good. I am sure
no other is comparable to
this"....John Tillotson.

NT1

By the way we watched Max
Hurt during the announcement
dinner for Fisher-Price and he
was getting ?bang out of it. He
was very'active in the Tappan
Company acquisition and the
fruition of the many more
recent efforts for Fisher-Price
showed plainly in his face.
Thanks to Mrs. Sam Calhoun
for dropping a book by for us to
see. "Printer's Devil" by Lois
Garden Laycook, Sr. of
Jackson, Tennessee.

F.B. McClard, left, was presented an award as "Bus Driver of the Year" by William B. Miller,
superintendent of Calloway County Schools. McClard drives a school bus for the Calloway County
Board of Education.

'Bus Driver Of
Year' Award
Is Presented

He had a poem in this book
which is worth ruminating over.
"I've dreamed many dreams
that never came true.
I've seem them vanish at dawn,
But I've realized enough of my
dreams, thank God
To make me want to dream on.
11101
"I've prayed many prayers
when no answer came
Though I waited patient and
long.
But answers have come to
enough of my prayers
To make me keep praying on.

The Calloway County Public
Library is offering a new service to the community and that
is local history on tapes.
Throughout the United States
today there is greater interest
and activity than ever before in
the field of local history.
"People want and need to
study, Write, and record the
history of their locale," said
Mrs..Trevathan, librarian. This
I've trusted many a friend that oral or taped . history merely
failed,
means that this is first-hand
And left me to weep alone,
information recalled from
But I've found enough of my memory. The primary goal is to
friends true blue,
obtain from persons who shaped
To make me keep trusting on. or wttnessed events or
recollections and let them tell
I've sown many seed that fell by what they experienced, obthe way
served or were told.
For the birds to feed upon
Some local people who have
But I've held enough golden contributed to this new project
sheaves in my hands
are Mrs. Lochie Hart, who
To make me keep sowing on.
recorded folk lore and historical
sketches of the early court
I've drained the cup of disap-- houses ip Calloway County. Mr.
pointment and pain
Brown Tucker traced the
And gone many days without county history from the days of
song,
the Indians and included many
But I've sipped enough nectar historical landmarks in his
from the roses of life
recordings.
To make me want to live on."
Pretty good huh? The author
was not given but he was a
realist. The idealist is stunned
when all dreams do not come
true, when all prayers are not
answered, when all friends are
not true, when all seeds fail to
grow and when all cups are not
filled with nectar.
The realist knows the
ultimate is never reached, but
merely sought for, that friends
are merely human beings and
that the cup may be bitter at
times and sweet at other times.

The Nursing Departn1nt of
Murray State University will
sponsor a (rep TB clinic on
Monday, December 4,from nine
a.m. tu three p.m. in Rooms
The and Four of the Student
Union Building.
All residents of Murray and
Calloway County as well as
students at Murray State
University are urged to take
advantage of this free TB skin
test.

Mr. Quint Gwer, one of
Calloway's oldest citizens, told
of his boyhood and the contrast
in homes, transportation, crafts
and agriculture then and now.
Mr. Max Hurt taped Murray
State University's history from
its beginning as a normal school
in Kirksey to its present status.
Interviews with Calloway
Countians who can remember
legends, folk tales and
historical events will be
recorded from time to time.
Also, on tape are book reviews
by Mrs. Helen Hodges and a
Jesse Stuart recording. These
tapes should prove invaluable to
the student or newcomer to the
area who is seraching for information on Calloway County.
The tapes are cassetts and
can be played on any good
cassett player. They may be
used anytime in the library or
checked out by special permission. "This is a phase of

WEST POINT, MISS., would
disappear, to become just a
section of Starkville Growth
Center.

F. B. McClard of Almo, Route
One was named Bus Driver of
the Year for the 1971-72 school
Union City, Tenn., would
year by the Calloway County
quadruple in size—and become
Board of Education. McClard a link in a chain of expanded
was presented the award by
Superintendent William B.
Miller.
McClard has been driving a
school bus for five years. He
transports approximately 70
children daily and is responsible for their safety both while
loading and unloading.
This award is based upon a
record of no accidents and the
lowest expenses incurred of any
bus driver (ruin the Calloway
County School System during
the year. The award will be
given yearly but no bus driver
may get the award for more
than two consecutive years.
McClard is married to the
former Velma Hopkins. They
have four children: Fannie Mae
Williams, of Gary, Indiana,
,
wkirr,—TerrY--encl—Gur-Yoffered in many other places, so -1
Calloway Countians can be Clard all of Murray. The Mcproud of this added service," a Clards have five grandchildren.
library spokesman said.

new cities designed to attract
Mid-Southerners now leaving
their small hometowns for such
crowded cities as Chicago and
Detroit.
Memphis would remain about
the same size it is today,
protected against population
expansion and its attendant
urban problems.

of a document. called the — decline in America's rural
"Report of the Commission on population, and the unPopulation and the American controlled swelling of urban
Future," it awaits eruption into and industrial centers. Through
what might become the greatest the selective expenditure of
social change in the history of federal money, it would acthe United States.
complish this by freezing
metropolitan centers In their
The report was prepared, at
present sizes, creating 121
the direction of President
Nixon,as a suggested answer to
problems caused by the steady

In Arkansas, Bauxite and
Benton would be among ale
Follbwing are the growthtowns which would eventually
Dyersburg—to
include
lose their identities, joining center cities in West Tennessee. Bogota, Booths Point, Double
such Tennessee communities as Those in Kentucky other than Bridges, Fowlkes, Heloise,
Hornbeak, Obion and Alamo, Murray are unavailable.
Lenox, Millsfield, Miston,
Humboldt—to include the Newbern, Richwood, RoEllen,
and Mississippi towns like
Tougaloo, Brandon, Pontotoc following towns: Alamo, At- South Dyersburg, Taturnville,
wood, Bells, Bradford, Brazil, Tennemo, Tiger Tail.
and Nettleton.
Cairo, Central, Dyer, Eaton,
Jackson—to include Adair,
All of this is part of a proposal Fairview, Gadsden, Idlewild,
which is so sweeping in its scope Johnson's Grove, Maury City, Bemis, Carroll, Denmark,
Gilmore, Huntersville,
that it would affect 64 million Milan, Trenton.
Malesus4 Medina, Medon,
Americans—a third of our
Union City—to include
country's present population. Clayton, Crystal, Elbridge, Mercer, -Pinson. Springsdale,
As yet, it is just a proposal, but Gardner, Gibbs, Hornbeak, Uptonville, Westover.
already laws are being written Jordan, Kenton, Mason Hall,-lv Presumably the towns inbased on the conclusions it Minnick, Obion, Protemus, cluded in the Murray growthdraws.
Rives, Samburg, Trimble, center would be those in
Tucked away inside the pages Walnut Log, Woodland Mills. Calloway County.

•been.

Enthusiasm High On Fourth
Night Of Stop Smoking Plan
Wednesday night was the
fourth night of the Five-Day
Plan to Stop Smoking being held
at the Ellis Community
Building here in Murray.
"Enthusiasm was high as
different ones told of their battle
with the smoking nabit during
the group therapy," a
spokesman said. Over 50 per
cent of those enrolled have
alrdy'licked the habit.
...1st night, Pastor Bill Strong,
co-director of the program
lectured on the motives for
stopping smoking. He listed
five on the blackboard: Better
health, Saving money, Being
the captian of your life, Love TOr
your family,and violation of the
moral law "Thou shalt not
Kill." He also discussed with
the group the need to start
thinking about the future.
"For the past four days, the
participants have had all the
helps possible to quit the habit,"
Strong said. Strong emphasized

The Music Department of the
that they were still going to
Murray Woman's Club in
have to exercise their will conjunction with the Music
power continually to be per- Department of Murray State
University will present the
manently successful.
Bob Williams, anesthetist at annual Children's Christmas
the Murray-Calloway County Concert on Tuesday, December
hospital and co-director of the 5, at the
Murray State
program, talked about certain University Auditorium.
The Murray State A Cappello
foods that tend to create a
craving
for tobacco. He Choir, conducted by Professor
mentioned foods "that are hot Robert Baar, will perform.
The concert is given for
when they are cold", such as
spices, black pepper, mustard, children in kindergarten
and other condiments. He also through eighth grade in the City
discussed the effect of rare and County school system. Two
meat on the nicotine craving. performances will be.given in
Tonight is victory night at the order , to
accommodate
Five-Day Plan. Williams will ade9uate4, all the students who
lecture on the much needed will attend, according to Mrs.
topic for new non-smokers— Joe Prince, Chairman of the
weight contr
toN
- re-will deal Woman's Club Music Departagain with sire hening the ment. The morning concert will
will power
for future and begin at 9:30 a.m. and the afpermanent success. The Five- ternoon concert will be given at
Day Plan is sponsored by the 1:25 p.m.
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church as a community service.

Considerable cloudiness and
cool through Friday with
chance of a little light snow
again tonight. Low tonight 2732. High Friday in the low to
mid 40s. Saturday considerable
cloudiness and continued cool.
Partly cloudy Saturday and
Sunday with chance of showers
on Sunday. Fair and cold Monday. High Saturday and Sunday
in the upper 40s to low 50s.
High Monday in the upper 30s.
Lows Saturday and Sunday in
the mid 30s, low Monday in the
upper 20s.

:.>.-fonisommismn
The following story appeared
in the Mid-South section of the
Memphis Commercial Appeal
on Sunday. November 26, and
concerns the findings of the
presidential commission on
"Population and the American
Future." The story and map are
being reprinted here through
perwission of E. B. Blackburn,
editor of the magazine section
of the Commercial Appeal. It is
entitled ''Goodby West Point,
Hello Growth Center." It is
being reprinted here because of
the interest it will have for our
readers since Murray has been
named as one of the 121
-growth-center cities" in the
United States.

Bob Williams, left, and Bill Strong are-co-directors of the FiveDay Plan to Stop Smoking, being held this week at the Ellis
Community Center.

Missionaries Will
Speak At Church

Rev. and
Mrs. Paul
Grossman, missionaries to
Africa, will be the guest
speakers at a special program
at the First Missionary Baptist
.Church, Benton, on Monday,
December 4, at seven p.m.
The program is sponsored by
the WMU of the Blood River
Baptist Association, but the
public is invited to attend. The
nursery will be open. ,
Rev. and Mrs. Grossman
have served as missionaries in
various places on the continent
of Africa under the auspices of
the Southern Baptist Foreign
Mission Board. They are now on
furlough residing on Owensboro.

Under the proposal to reshuffle the population into
more manageable growth centers, the revised map of
the Mid-South would look like this. Major cities like
Memphis and Nashville would be frozen in about
their present size, in some cases blocked off by

"deserted" areas set aside for farming and wildlands. The bulk of the small town residents would be
lured to expanded growth-center cities such as Humboldt, Dyersburg, Jackson and Union City, the four
which make up the growth area north of Memphis.

Nine Die In Early Blaze In Atlanta
ATLANTA, Ga. AP) —Nine
persons were killed and 32 injured early today when a fire
swept the seventh floor of a
recently constructed 11-story
home for the elderly. Fire officials said the blaze was confined to the seventh floor of the
Baptist Towers in southwest Atlanta. They said most of the
bodies were discovered in the
hall.
Fire Marshal Jim Seagraves
said the fire apparently started

Wayne Perrin Undergoes
Surgery On Wednesday
Wayne Perrin, lay'
, minister
and Chief PBX opeakor at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, underwent surgery at
the University of Kentucky
Medical Center on Wednesday.
Perrin will be hospitalized for
about a month and then confined to his home for another
month before being able to
return to work at the local,
hospital.
His address is Wayne Perrin,
University of Kentucky Medical
Center, Room 782, Lexington,
•
Ky.

in one room on the seventh
floor and spread down the hall,
igniting several other apartments. Officials at the building
said it holds 300 persons. Witnesses said several of the elderly persons panicked and fled
down the stairs.
"I heard all the people
come panicking and screaming
down the stairs," said Louise
Alexander, who lives on the
first floor. "I could hear women screaming, 'Come and get
me.' They just panicked. Some
of them haven't been out since
they got here."
The $4.5-million building was
just completed in April.
One resident, Otis Brewer,
who lives on the 11th floor, said

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have a
potluck luncheon at the club on
Wednesday, December 6, with
Jeanne West and Sue Sammons
as hostesses.
Bridge will be played4it 9:15
ami. on Wednesday with Gladys
Etherton as hostess.

the fire started right at 2:30 and stayed at one end of the
a.m. "A fire alarm like the hall," he said. "We phoned
buzzer on my alarm clock went downstairs to the office and
off," he said. Waking from a they told us to stay where we
sound sleep, I thought it was were until the firemen told us
my clock. Then I got up and to leave."
went to the door and I could
Officials were still trying to
smell smoke.
determine the cause of the
"Several of us got together blaze.

New Orleans Fire
Takes Four Lives
NEW ORLEANS, La.(API —
Spectators jammed streets in
the heart of the city as five women leaped from the 15th floor
of a burning building. Some
wept, some prayed as helicopters raced with death to rescue
eight men trapped on,the roof.
Four persons died.
The women on the 15th floor
of the I6-story building called
for help as firemen tried unsuccessfully to reach them with
extension ladders lashed
together.
"We were three stories too
short," said Fire thief LouiS
San Salvador. He said there

was a possibility of arson.
As the flames licked nearer,
the five women began jumping.
With the horrified crowd watching, they plunged to a rooftop
of an adjoining building — a
fall of eight stories.
Each fall was accompanied
by a scream from the crowd.
"The first girl ... fell
straight," said Mark Wheeler
II, who watched from the
street. "The others.. came
out sommersaulting and hitting
the edge of the building as the
came down."
Fat Tynes watched from the
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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FRIDAY—DECEMBER 1, 1972

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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Ten Years Ago Today
iilliDGER•17X11111 mi

The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation was approved last night by the membership
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce at the annual
dinner meeting at the Student Union building.
Robert 0. Miller, County Judge of Calloway County,
was named as the "Man of the Year."
Deaths reported are A. P. Slaughter, age 73, Toy
Spann, age 70, and Mrs. Omie Workman,age 74.
Marine Private Larry G. Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Will E. Ray, completed recruit training November
20 at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island,
S.C.
One of the finest residential developments in the
area is now open, according to Charles Ryan,
developer of Bagwell Manor. located just east of
Circarama Subdivision.

20 Years Ago Today
LAD011011•Mai 111.1

John Holland and Prentice Thornton were killed
instantly in a traffic collision yesterday near
Detroit, Mich. Mrs. John Holland died on arrival at a
hospital. They are all formerly from Calloway
County, now living in Wayne, Mich. Funeral services will be held in Murray.
Fred Wilson and his father. Greene 0. Wilson, both
had success in killing a deer while on a hunting trip
in Michigan.
The Paris Road Homemakers Club met at the
home of Mrs. Harold Grogan with the lesson on
"Window Treatment" by Mrs. Pat Thompson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "The Turning
Point" with William Holden. Edmond O'Brien and
Alexis Smith.

,6es

Copley Wawa Service

Many Drivers Are Not As Good
Behind Wheel As They Think

10. Driver error is responsbile
Do you think you are a good
for what percentage of
driver?
If you do, you're not alone— automobile accidents?
A. 25 per cent.
most drivers do.
Statistics tell a different B. 50 per cent.
story. With 55,000 Americans C. 75 per cent.
dying and more than two D. 90 per cent.
11. A good indication that a
million injured in highway
accidents each year, most parked car is about to pull out in
drivers obviously are not quite front of you, can be:
as good as they would like to A. wheels turned toward the
road.
think.
Winter and the driving B. exhaust emission.
hazards it presents are fast C. signal blinker.
approaching, so this might be a D.-all of the above. •
12. Average reaction time
good time to check your driving
from gas pedal to brake pedal
aptitude.
The following quiz should give IS: '
you a pretty good idea of just A. '7 second.
how much of a driving expert B. 34 second.
you really are and at the same C. one second.
And the _race of God, which passeth all untime provide a few valuable D. 1 12 seconds.
derstanding, shall- keep—your frearts-and minds
13. At night..whelin the glare
safe
-driving
through Christ Jesus.—Philippians 4:7.
approaching- —TeItkle
1. A flashing red light means: of
We experience the Peace of God when we love
A. slow down.
Christ and trust our Heavenly Father.
B. stop.
C. yield right of way.
D. caution.
2. The most frequent cause of
head on collisions is:
A. improper passing.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
B. tire blowouts.
When a person at 60 sums up his life he may be
LOUISVILLE—Internal RevC. steering control failure.
astonished to discover that he has spent 20 years of it
enue Service investigatoft are
D. intoxication.
sleeping and that means that for a third of his life he
3. Alcohol and the Automobile finding few rent increases in
too often equal an Accident. Kentucky consequent to higher
lived like a king, because in sleep every man dreams
What percentage of automobile Social Security and 'Railroad
that he has what ought to be and what br)uld be, and
fatalitiesresult from accidents Retirement payments made
he cares not what it costs.
inyklving..__Ibis deadly com- during the first month of Rent
"There is only one thing people
Watch.
bination?
like that is good for them: a
The Cost of Living Council
A. .approximately 10 per cent.
good night's sleep."
B. approximately 25 per cent. (CI,C) ordered the nationwide
C. approximately 50 per cent. Rent Watch on September 29 to
—E. W. Howe
D approximately 75 per cent. prevent landlords from illegally
4. At 40 miles per hour on a raising rents to take advantage
wet road how many car lengths of an October increase in Social
should be kept between your car Security
and
Railroad
Retirement payments to the
and the vehicle in front?
elderly, the handicapped,
A. four.
children and widows.
B. six.
"Rent Watch is successful in
C. eight.
Kentucky because most lanD. twelve.
5. In any type of vehicle skid, dlords have complied volunFRANKFORT, Ky. I AP)— conform to the regulations.
tarily with federal rent
The highway department has
Congress initiated the pro- the skidding wheels tend to:
regulations," said M. Thomas
filed regulations with the legis- gram to control signing on pri- A. move sideways.
McHugh, IRS Acting District
B. lead
lative research commission mary highways in 1965.
Director.
that extend control of roadside
Earlier federal legislation C. trail.
"Of Kentucky's approximatly
advertising to another 3,100 had provided bonuses for states D. none of the above
6. During a snowstorm, it is 502.000
Social
Security
miles of state highways.
doing so on interstate roads. To
Roads affected by the new date Kentucky has received or advisable to use low beams as recipients, only 10 filed comregulations are those included is eligible for bonuses totaling snow relfects light and makes it plaints with IRS. In addition to
difficult to see the road ahead. investigating these complaints.
in the federal aid primary more than $1.5 million.
IRS initiated other insystem. The department has
Federal money will account, A. true
vestigations covering 338 rental
regulated advertising devices for three-fourths of the cost of B, false.
7. Stopping distance -consists units," Mr. McHugh continued.
on interstate highways and the removing signs from the priof:
parkways since 1962.
mary system.
"Of the total number of rent
A. reaction speed and braking
The department said inwatch investigations in KenThe 1965 act includes a penal- distance.
vestigation and inventory of
B. perception and braking tucky, IRS found no violations
signs and billboards on the pri- ty for non-compliance which
in 5 cases. In 5 cases, we found
mary system is almost fin- can reach 10 per cent of the distance.
ished. Current estimates in- state's apportionment of federal C. perception and reaction minor violations and the lanspeed.
dlords voluntarily compiled
dicate 80,000 may be affected, aid.
The new regulations take ef- D. perception, reaction speed when first contacted by an IRS
including all signs on the
investigator," Mr. McHugh
state's right-of-way and within fect Dec. 20 and are based on a and braking distance.
1966 statute. The five-year
8. The average motorist said.
660 feet of its limits.
The high degree of commakes how many driving
grace period provided by the
pliance in Kentucky i typical of
decisions each mile?
About 10.000 signs were legal statute therefore has expired.
that found by IRS throughout
A. two.
when placed and compensation
Thee immediate aim is to
the United iStates.
will be provided .for their re- take Out 2,000 signs in Decem- B. ten.
moval.
C. twenty.
ber.
national inIRS initiated
About 20,000 others, mostly
D. fifty,
Highway
commissioner
vestigations of 89
1,644 rental
on the right-ofpway, were ille- Charles Pryor Jr. said the pro9. In 1971 there were more units during the first month and .
gal when placed and there will gram is intended to control, not
than 10,000 pedestrian fatalities. a half of Rent Watch. Only 20
be no payment for these, the eliniinatedi6rtising signs. ---The majority of these oecured violations of?minor nature and
highway department said.
"The scope of this program
two imijOr violations weie
during what time of day?
The remainder—mostly "on insures it cannot be completely
uncovered as a result.
A. night.
premise" signs and those in implemented in a few weeks,"
In addition, IRS received
-B. mid day
-.)nmercial and industrial- he said. .::It may take five or
'lipproximately 10.800 inquiries
C. dusk.
. .ned areas--are expeciiVto six years."
and relatively few laout 2,000)
D. sunrise.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Roadside Advertising
Probe Nearly Finished

A

headlights, you should direct
your vision:
A. to the left of the roadway.
B. directly ahead.
C. to the right edge of your
traffic lane.
D. none of the above.
14. If your automobile starts
to skid out of control, never:
A. take your foot off the gas.
B countersteer.
C. stab brake.
D stamp your foot on the brake

Answers: 1-b; 2-a; 3-c; 4-c; 5lc 6-a; 7-d; 8-c; 9-a; 10-d; 11-d;
12-b; 13-c; 14-d.
How do you rate: If you got 13
or 14 correct you are an excellent driver; 10-12, a good
driver: 7-9, a fair driver; six or
less study up or use public
TratInPrtrtattOrh

Few Violations Found
During Watch On Rents
complaints from all parts of the
country. The Service completed
investigations of 1,222 of these
complaints, uncovering 292
violations. Most of the
violations, of a minor technical
improper
(e.g.
nature
notifications), were corrected
immediately. IRS assessed six
landlords
penalties
with
totaling $21,391.
All residential rental units
under economic controls are
covered by Rent Watch. The
program excludes landlords
with a direct or indirect interest in four or less units, and
all housing controlled by
federal, state and local
governments.
Landlords cannot raise rents
above 2.5 percent per year plus
any additional charges passed
on to the tenant for increased
taxes, municipal fees, services
and capital improvements.
Federal regulations also
require landlords to notify
tenants 30 days in advance of a
rent hike.
IRS offices continue to give
investigating
priority
to
complaints from Social Security
Retirement
and Railroad
recipietits.
LONDON UPII — There
are some 310.000 land
holdings in Britain which are
described as farms.
The average size of these
holdings is 165 acres, but half
are much smaller- The largest
10 per cent of the farms
produce half the nation's
agricultural output.
MANILA IUPII — Police
authorities have devised a
unique was of punishidg pickpockets. hag-snatchers and
their like in San Fernando
rampanga province, 50 miles
north of Manila.
Police authorities require
convicted pickpockets to wear
front and back signs reading:
"I am a pickpocket, beware of
me.- They claim their method
is proving very effective.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Your own good judgment
should help you take appropriate steps to solve any of
day's problems. Don't rely on
much help from others WI the
present time.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Curb possible erratic tendencies. In your usual competent manner, direct your
activities and interests into
constructive channels. Emphasize your best skills.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
To be avoided: Irrational
moves, hasty conclusions,
misjudgments
through
carelessness or prejudice. This
won't be difficult if you stress
your usual foresight.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
You may have to make some
concessions now, but this would
be better than losing out all
together. Some small benefits
indicated.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mild influences. This day will
be largely what you make it.
Stress your sense of values and
aim only for the worthwhile.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Avoid any tendency to
domineer or to be overbearing,
no matter what the situation.
Emphasize your finer instincts
and be tolerant with all.
LIBRA
I Sept."24 to Oct. 23) All
New and gradually changing
influences, trends indicated.
You won't like them all immediately, but many are better
than they appear at a glance.
Study everything carefully.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Give your best, then await
returns calmly. If crises arise,
either within the family group
or wiitIt, p-reSefve -Fciuttt--*
brium, perspective, humor.

12i
n'P

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Adopt a no-sooner-said-thandone policy if you would net top
rewards now. A good day in
which to try out new ideas,
methods.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Some will be pleased, some
won't—with results of your
decisions, plans. Be careful to
consider the opinions of all
concerned in conclusions. Work
for effectiveness.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Insure results by capitalizing
upon your fine talents and
energies, and keep your pace
constant but not hectic. In all
effort, keep the future in mind.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Serious thought should be
given ,to serious steps. Insufficient knowledge could
cause needless failure. Do not
try to justify the flaws in your
thinking. Eliminate them.

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK I AP) — Listen,
Grandpa, don't start telling me
again about those good old
days.
You've been wearing out my
ears since I was a kid with
rynitr- -mushy --niestalgia about
how good those good old days
were. Well, Grandpa, I finally
got tired of it and went to the
library and read some honest
books about those good old
days, as you call them. Let me
tell you a few things about
them you may have forgotten:
In those good old days cars
didn't have heaters in winter or
air-conditioning in summer. It
took you four hours to go 45
miles on a frozen country mud
road in cold weather, with your
feet freezing and the wind and
snow blowing through the holes
of cracked isinglass windows.
There wasn't any radio or
television in those good old
days. A phonograph machine
played only three minutes..
Then you had to get up, put on
another record, and wind the
machine again by hand.
A doctor would make a house
call all right, and for only $3,
too, but if you were real sick
with pneumonia or scarlet fever or diphtheria, there wasn't
much he could do about it really. Most of the medicines then
came in blue bottles, tasted
brown — and didn't do much
good.
In those good old days women wore tight corsets that made
them feel all day like they were
in the grip of an anaconda, and
men wore high white collars so
stiff with starch that their
necks were rubbed raw most of
the tune.
When you went to church on

Sunday, all the ministers ever
talked about was how hard the
devil was grabbing for your
shirttail, how hot the coals of
hell would be, and how much
the church's missionaries were
suffering in order to save the
poor dark souls who dwelt In
Africa.
Yes, and you heated your
houses with stoves or a furnace
in the basement, and you had
to keep shoveling coal in them
all day long, and the ritxpr little
kids spent half of their Saturdays hauling out the week's
ashes.
And how about all those
people who didn't have bathrooms in their houses, Granddad, and had to walk to a little
hut away at the end of the
backyard anytime they had to
go? I'll bet when the snow was
two feet deep they decided
most of the time they didn't
really have to go after all. Or
at least not right away.
I hear that men had to work
from 50 to 60 hours a week or
more in those good old days,
Grandpa. Tell me, you lazy old
rascal, did you really like doing
that very much?
In those good old days, I
read, the banks used to fail and
even people who had saved up
their money all their life had to
spend their old age in a poor
house or county farm. They
didn't get a Social Security
check from the government every month, or help in paying
their sickness bills. You do
though, don't you, Grandpa?
So why, Grandpa, you dear
old fraud, do you go on calling
those bad old days "the good
old days"? You're lucky you'
managed to live through them!

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Hypertension
Althoug0 the causes of bypertension'a— or persistent high
blood pressure—are far from
fully known, it appears that
there is a psychogenic relationship and that mental and emotional factors are involved in
the disease.
This can be shown by the fact
'there pemo..S.- Maaii-preasags,
taken when he is nervous or
excited, will almost surely be
higher than when he is calm.
Hypertension, then, may be
considered in a sense as a psychosomatic disease. These are
ailments in which the symptoms
are primarily physical although
there may be a large emotional
component.
A person suffering from a
psychomatic disorder may need
psychological treatment, but he
is also in need of medical treatment. He is very different from
the hypochondriac who, despite
being himself convinced that he
is ill, actually has nothing organically wrong.
Recent attention has been
called to the gravity of the
national problem of hypertension by Secretary Elliot L.
Richardson of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
He pointed out that 23,

000,000 million Americans have
hypertension, that it kills 60,000
each year, and is the cause of
disablement and eventual death
of many more through sequalae
such as strokes and heart failure.
Tragically, Mr. Richardson
said, over 11,000,000 of those
afflicted never know they have
_
highly effective treatments,
through drugs, by which it
may be controlled.
Striking results, he emphasized, can be achieved in reducing deaths from hypertension and in increasing life
expectancy through adequate
treatment by physicians.
The Secretary announced
the launching of a national
attack on hypertension in partnership with cooperating organizations such as the American
Medical Association, National
Medical Association, and Amcrican Heart Association, along
with the Veterans' Administration and other government agencies. The new program is focused through the National
Heart and Lung Institute of the
National Institutes of Health
and the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration is
also involved.

X

YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with extraordinarily good judgment
and a keenly analytical mind.
Extremely versatile and ambitious, you usually set lofty
goals for yourself and, by dint of
hard work and persistence,
almost always attain them. No
matter what career you choose,
however, you MUST be active.
Tedious and monotonous jobs
are not for you;.neither are jobs
which give you no freedom or
room for expansion.: You are
only happy when "on the
move"—and that means upward. Fields in which you could
especially succeed: The law—
with developments along
political or juridical lines—
science, literature, journalisin
and music. Birthdate of: Marl
Martin, musical comedy star.
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Former President Dwight
D. Eisenhower suffered a
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Health, Beauty Cruise
May Cure What Ails. You
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
For some people the
transition from ugly duckling to beautiful swan may
be merely a matter of going
beyond the three-mile limit.
Imagine, if you will, hairdressers, makeup artists, a
masseuse, skin speciatist, an
etiquette counselor and an obesity expert as captive performers on a ship at sea. For 12
days? It's enough to jiggle one's
false teeth.
For more than a thousand
people who are expected to embark on a beauty and health
cruise to the Caribbean this
fall, the idea will become a
reality. Presumably, at docking
time, all will be a bit handsomer, healthier, happier and
wiser. With all those hours to
wile away in togetherness with
beauty and health experts, can
the bloom fail to rub off.
Beauty treatments — facials.
makeup, hair dye — will be
dished out in the French manner with Madeleine Bretillard,
head of the Paris Lancome
Beauty Institute and three of
her assistants, heading up the
beauty seminar on the SS
France when it leaves port.
Massage will be the authentic
Parisian one with ozone machines "that penetrate the first
layer of the skin" opening pores
for a mask treatment as they do
in French salons. And there will
be the latest in European hair
fashions and hair dyeing techniques by the Technical Director of L'Oreal, James Viera.
In their quest for charm and

Rev. Walker Guest
Speaker For Home
Economics Classes
Rev. Richard Walker, new
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, spoke to two classes of
seniors in Comprehensive
Home Economics III at Murray
High School.
The classes are studying the
"Looking
Toward.
unit,
Marriage." His interesting talk
concerned conditions which are
conducive to a successful
marriage and some of problems
of interfaith marriages.
Rev. Walker stressed the fact
that religion is one of the
strongest bonds in a marriage
and there has to be a reconciling
of beliefs if a couple is to be
..4iity_haasy. He advised that
LI
Counfes
016-The; I
read together to build their
faith, and to always rely on
Christ and let him make the
decision.
The class is taught by the
student teacher, Pamela
Roach, under the direction of
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, critic teacher.
Members of classes hearing
the talk by Rev.. Walker were
Rachel Baar, Debbie Cunningham, Betty Darnell, Jamie
Frank, Paul Jones, Karen
Kennedy, Pamela Tucker, Julie
Whitford, Nancy Copelan, Mary
Devine, Kathy Geurin, Gail
Herndon, Paula Lyons, Patsy
Mathis, Vicki Matthews, Stacy
Owen, Deveen Perry, Jan
Purdom, Brenda Russell, Jan
Shuffett, and Barbra Sledd.
Others attending were Debbie
Dodd, Cindy Cherry, Ann Erwin, Connie 1 Lawson, Selywyn
Schultz, Jeannie Starks, and
Joyce Wooden.

elegance, passengers are slated
to get the latest word from
etiquette expert, Amy Vanderbilt, and there should be
some new routines in exercises
by Elaine LaLanne, who works
with her physical fitness husband, Jack LaLanne, of television fame.
But two doctors are expected
to get a real workout. One, wellknown dermatologiat, Michael
Kalman of New York, will give
advice about skin, and Neil
Solomon. Secretary of Health
and Mental Hygiene for the
State of Maryland, will advise
on losing weight.
In a conversation the other
day, Dr Solomon revealed that

Herndon & Puckett
Homes Scene Of
Homemakers Meets
Providence
New
The
Homemakers Club met in the
lovely new home of Mrs. Anton
Herndon who presided at the
meeting.
Mrs. Herndon was in charge
of the lesson for the month,on
"Convenience Of Well Arranged
Cabinets" which she demonstrated so well in her modern
new kitchen.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Jim Allbritten, and the
minutes were read by Mrs. Jack
Rose.
Mrs. John Dale directed a
game where each member had
to guess the contents in a
securely fastened filled grocery
bag. Mrs. James Puckett won
the bag of groceries.
Refreshments-.of autumn
ginger bread and cider were
served by Mrs. Herndon to the
ten members, three children,
and Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
Another meeting of the club
was held later in this month at
the home of Mrs. James
Puckett with Mrs. Terry
Housden, vice-president,
presiding.
Mrs. Jun Allbritten read the
scripture from Psalms 121:11,
and Mrs. Jack Rose read the
minutes. Members answered
the roll call with their favorite
Thanksgiving
food
with
dressing being
the most
popular. The lesson leader for
- "Holiday Foods" was Mrs. Bill
Hendon who brought some of
the tasty goodies to serve with
Mrs. Puckett's refreshments
and also gave each member
_p_resent_an orange nut cake
packaged— ai -6 -c-hridle: The'
cakes were delicious and
members
expressed
appreciation for the gifts.
Mrs. Puckett and Mrs. Opal
Shoemaker served refreshments to Mrs. Larry Curd, Mrs.
Hardiman Miller, Mrs. Mavis
Elkins, and the ladies mentioned above, and the visitors,
Joe Dale Curd, Karen Dale,
Messie Housden, and Jonathan
Rose.
A Bible quiz was conducted by
Mrs. John Dale with the winner
being Mrs. Hardiman Miller
after winning the lucky number
when she tied with Mrs. Jim
Allbritten.
The Christmas party for the
homemakers will be held
December 12 at ten a.m. in the
home of Mrs. Miller.

he was anticipating the crush of
enthusiastic passengers. The
youthful Solomon's popularity
has been furthered by publication of a best seller, "The Truth
About Weight Control." His
medical research has centered
about endocrinology, metabolism and weight control.
'I expect to tell passengers
how they can take off from 5 to
15 pounds using the most recent
medical discoveries. There will
be no gimmicks. They'll get
real facts about weight control
that they can incorporate into
everyday eating and exercise.''
And dieting shouldn't spoil
thatrip for anyone, he explains.
Even the ship's gourmet cuisine
— crepes suzettes or whatever
— may be relished when he
"tells them how to do it."
"As people grow older they
lose one per cent of active metabolizing cells each year.
Physical activity must be increased or food must be decreased to keep weight the
same."
Metabolism changes also occur when one gives up cigarettes.
"Weight is gained because
fewer calories are burned up
when they stop smoking. After
smoking is stopped, food snust
be decreased or exercise increased by 10 per cent to keep
weight normal. And it must be
done for about three months."
That research study was conducted by Temple University,
he explains.
He is particularly anxious to
catch up with dieters with the
"Yo-Yo syndrome," Even
though they are likely to diet
avidly their weight goes up and
down, "like a yo-yo" he comments, and they are likely to
become very discouraged. This
condition may be caused by
"abnormal fat in the system"
that does not allow them to
burn up the calories that should
be burned up, even though they
diet.
Dr. Solomon has a test diet
and if they don't lose weight
after being on it for a week,
they fall into the yo-yo pattern.
He will then give them 13 pointers to help "get the fat off their
bodies." Once it is off, it should
not be regained if they eat normally
Some overweight types may
need no more than daily exercise to lose a few pounds.
This flagship of France has a
big gymnasium,swimming pool
and saunas, and being the longest ship in the world. it offers
opportunity for miles and miles
of healthful walks at sea.

Witherspoon Home
Scene Of Baptist
Women's Meeting

The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church
held its November meeting in
the home of Mrs. Linda
Witherspoon
with
Mrs.
Margaret
Wilkins,
cochairman, presiding.
Mrs. Kay Doran read the'
devotional reading from
Jeremiah and the calendar of
Prayer. Mrs. Sue Wynn led in
prayer for the missionaries.
A report on prospects for
BYW was given by Mrs. Sue
Wynn, and plans to host the
senior citizens dinner at the
church on November 21, were
made. The women also made
plans to assist the BSU with the
International Thanksgiving
VISIT IN OHIO
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Collie and dinner.
Mr.and Mrs. Ray Gillespi spent
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins
THANKSGIVING GUESTS
the Thanksgiving holidays with presented the program which
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. Dr. and Mrs. William E. Collie
was a quiz on the WMU
McLemore, Jr., and children. and baby daughter, Paige, at
organization.
Mark and Cindy, of Dayton, Xenia, Ohio. Also visiting in the
Favors for the Senior Citizens
Ohio, spent the Thanksgiv,.-* Collie • home were Mr. and
dinner were made under the
holiday weekend with their Mrs.Randall
of direction of Mrs. Connie White.
Mason
parents and grandparents. Mr. Folsomdale. While they were
A social hour was held with
and Mrs. O.C. McLemore, Sr., there, the building in which Dr.
and Mrs. Jack Gardner. Also Collie's office is located was hit Mrs. Witherspoon serving
spending the weekend with his by a fire which caused ex- refreshment to Marie Coutu,
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. tensive damage to the Wright Willene French,?dune Cottrell,
McLemore, Sr., were Bill and State University library and Donna Castile,(, Dianne Mchis wife, Ruth Ann, of Frank- filled the entire building with Cutcheon, Margaret Wilkins,
Kay Doran, Connie White, Sue
fort, Ky.
smoke.
Wyann, and Stella Latunde.
The next regular meeting will
be held in the home of Mrs.
Wilma Billington.

POINSETTIAS
NOW!
ARE READY

Come In and Brouse

SHIRLEY_
FLORIST
502 No. 4th
dss.Seass..3se-des...

Murray, Ky.

VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Key and
Mr. and Mrs, Gary Key and
daughter, Debbie, were the
Thanksgiving holiday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Key and
daughter, I,ee
Ann, of
Picayune, Miss.

Take care!
No matter what kind of
stuffing you use in your chicken, turkey, or cornish hens,
don't stuff until just before
cooking. Stuffing the night before milky save time the next
day but it may expose your
family to salmonella poisoning.
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Thursday, November 30
Five-Day Plan to Stop
smoking closes at the Ellis
Community Center at 7:30 p.m,

A happy ending to the
unperfect wedding
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: "Blue Bride" was upset because her
fiance wore braces on his teeth and she was afraid they
would ruin her wedding pictures. [She wanted her wedding
to be perfect!]
Well, I wanted my wedding to be perfect, too, but a few
things went wrong.
For example: on the way to the church my fiance got
a flat tire. Then while running across the street to the
church he was hit by a car. Fortunately, he only tore the
trousers on both knees and bruised one of his elbows. Not
wanting to hold up the wedding ceremony, he got married
on schedule with both knees and one elbow exposed.
After the reception, we took off for our honeymoon and
found that our luggage had been loot It took us quite a
while to get it back, but meanwhile back at the motel my
husband hit his sore elbow on the bureau and it made him
sick to his stomach. The poor guy upchucked, and after
flushing the commode he realized his partial plate with
four front teeth was missing! He sure looked funny, but I
loved him anyway. [You should kiss a man without teeth
sometime.]
We've been married for 10 years, have since regained
our composure and his four front teeth, and we couldn't be
happier.
HAPPY ENDING IN TENNESSEE
DEAR HAPPY: The way we handle what happens to us
can be the difference between tragedy and comedy. You're
beautiful!
DEAR ABBY: This is about the guest who spiked the
punch bowl on the q. t. with a bottle of vodka.
Mathematics were never my forte, but even I can
figure out that given a hot afternoon and 40 guests, each
would drink about 12 ounces of punch. This brings us to 480
ounces, which, if "spiked" with 32 ounces of vodka, would
result in each guest getting a well-diluted teaspoonful of
vodka!
If that amount of vodka could make the guests noisy
and give the hostess hot flashes, I would be very much
surprised.
The guy who spiked the punch would have been better
advised to stash his bottle in the bushes and taken a few
special friends there for substantial periodic nips
ALEEN
DEAR ALEEN: The your suggestion was no doubt
offered hi jest, it would have been preferable to risking one
alcoholic's consuming even a drop of vodka unknowingly. It
doesn't take much for an alcoholic to fall off the wagon.

'Jessie Pickard as cohostess at
two p.m. Mrs. Jack Bailey will
have the program.

The Baptist Women of
Kirksey Church will have a
mission study at 6:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., as
teacher. Guests will be the
Baptist Women of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Senior recital of Charles
Tichenor, piano, Calhoun, will
be held at 8;15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a potluck supper and
awards banquet at the Community Room of Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
Building, at seven p.m.
Concert. of the Murray State
University Student Woodwind
Quintet will be held at seven
p.m,in the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at .7:30
pin. with Mesdames Aubrey
Hatcher, Holmes Ellis, Sr., C.B.
Ford, Whitt lines, B. H. Cooper,
Miss Frances Brown, and Miss
Vanda Jean
Gibson
as
hostesses.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
havessillairppa Children's
Christmas Party at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house with Mesdames
George Oakley, Dan Boaz,
Clyde Adkins, Thomas Miller,
Darold Keller, and Dan Miller
as hostesses.
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mickey Cherry.

COOKING
IS FUN

Recital of Cecilia Dunn,
senior, soprano, Murray, accompanied by the MSU
Woodwind Quintet, will be at
seven p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU,
Friday, December 1
"Androcles and The Lion" by
Children's Theatre will be at the
University auditorium at 9:30
a.m.
The International Women's
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. W. A. Erwin at seven p.m.
Christmas
Wonderland
Bazaar will be held at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th
and Main Streets, from two to
nine p.m. Free coffee and
goodies will be served.
Christmas buffet for the
Women's Society of MSU will be
held at the Student Union
ballroom at six p.m. For
reservations at $2.50 per person
call Mrs. Peter W. Whaley, 802
Guthrie Drive, phone 753-8279.
Saturday, December 2
Christmas
Wonderland
Bazaar continues at Immanuel
Lutherna Church from nine
asto to four p.m. Free coffee
and goodies will be served.

*
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SUPPER FOR FOUR
Chicken Broth
Crackers
Chinese Veal Dish
Rice
Bean Sprout Salad
Pineapple
Almond Cookies
CHINESE VEAL DISH
It's cooked in a matter of
minutes.
1/4 cup salad (not olive I oil
1 pound thin slices tender veal,
cut in 1/2-inch wide strips
1 small onion, cut in thin strips
1 clove garlic, crushed
1 teaspoon salt
Pepper to taste
1/2 of a 10-ounce package frozen tiny green peas, thawed
4 drained canned pimientos, cut
ib-1/2-inch wide strips
1 cup chicken bouillon
Seasoning Sauce, see below
In a 10-inch skillet heat the
oil; add the veal and cook over
moderate heat, turning meat
over as necessary, until it loses
its red color. Add onion, garlic,
salt, pepper, peas, pimientos
and bouillon, cover and simmer
for 5 mmutes Add Seasoning
Sauce and cook, stirring constantly. until thickened and
clear. Serve at once. Makes 4
servings
Seasoning Sauce. In a cup
stir together until smooth 2 tablespoons cornstarch, 2 tablespoons soy sauce and 1/4 cup
cold water

DEAR ABBY: I have just declined our umpteenth wedding invitation in the past few years.
My problem is a touchy one. My husband is a college
professor, and he is adored by hundreds of his students, so
naturally when they marry, they invite us to the wedding.
We can't possibly attend all those weddings, and we
certainly can't afford to send a gift even tho we can't
attend. There are some students to whom my husband feels
a special closeness, and we would very much like to attend
those weddings and send a little gift, even tho we can't
afford much, but we are so afraid of hurting the feelings of
the others.
We routinely
firvitations to weddings-and
send no gifts. Or is there'* solution I haven't thought of?
PROF'S WIFE

St. John's Episcopal Church
women will have their "Holiday •
'Bazzaar" from ten a.m, to two
p.m. at meirdinFfirMfir-Jules,-8
Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia Drive.

DEAR WIFE: Accept the invitations to those to whom
you feel a "special closeness" and regret the rest, and
don't feel guilty, For an inexpensive gift, shop the secondhand bookstores for a book of poetry or tbe classics. In it
inscribe a personal message to the couple, and your eft
will probably be regarded as one of their most treasured.
And it need not cost more than SO cents or a dollar. I

•
The Baptist Young Women of a
the First Baptist Church will •
have a coffee at the home of •
Mrs. Cindy Ragsdale, 115 South •
12th Street, at ten a.m.
•
•

Problems? Trast Abby. For a personal reply, write ist
ABBY. BOX 116111, L. A., CALIF. 10•111 and enclose •
stantped. addressed envelope.
For Abby's sew booklet, "Wind Tees-Agers Want tis
Know," send $1 to Abby, Box WM,Los Angeles, Cal. WM.

!BIRTHSj
MILLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Miller of
Roscoe,Ill., are the parents of a
baby girl, Amy Christy,
weighing nine pounds four
ounces, born on Monday,
November 13, at •, a hospital
there.
They have two sons, Kery,
age six, and Mark, age three.
The father teaches and coaches
at Roscoe.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Claud L. Miller and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Hopkins, all
of Murray.
DOWNS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Downs of
Route One, Dover, Tenn., announce the birth of a baby boy,
Justin Wayne, weighing seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Sunday, November 26, at 10:12
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Emerson Electric Company,
Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wil c
amDowns of Murray
Route Six nd Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
Courtney ( Route One, Dover,
Tenn.

k(

Check freezer
Have you thought to check
the temperature in your
frozen food cabinet lately)
The temperature should be 0
degrees

Wadesboro Club Has
November Meet At
Mrs. Key's Home
Mrs. Gary Key opened her
home for the November
meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at her
home at one o'clock in the afternoon.
The lesson on "Money
Managetnent" was presented
by Mrs. Wayne Hardie.

The final presentation of
"Androcles and The Lion" will
be at the Rurray State
University auditorium at 9:30
a.m.

date

CECIL' 111t0wNSTONE
AP f••• Edo.,

Memorial Baptist :Women Have Study,,
Visiting Groups
The Women of the Memorial
Baptist Church had as their •
guests for a mission study
emphasis the women of the
Hazel Baptist Church arid the Grace Baptist Church on Friday
morning, November 17.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins,'
mission study
hairman,-,
greeted the women and introduced the study leaders;
Mrs. Thyra Crawford, Mrs..,
Laura Jennings, Mrs. Elizabeth
James, and Mrs Pauline Wainscott.
The
book, "Europe—A
Mission Field?" was presented
the film, "Baptist Witness in
Europe," was shown.
Several centers of interest
displaying cultural items
associated
with
various,
European countries were,
discussed and shown by Mrs.
Wilkins.
Mrs. Paul Dailey led in the'
noon blessing and closing
prayer.
Approximately twenty-four •
women attended the study and
potluck dinner.

"Holiday Foods"
Theme Of Lesson,
Pottertown Meet
Mrs. Bobbie Cook and Mrs.
Mary
Elizabeth
Gertzen
presented the lesson on
"Holiday Foods" at the
November meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at the Holiday Inn.
The leaders also gave the
craft lesson giving instructions
and
demonstrations
on
"Making Christmas Angels."
Mrs. Ruth Weston, president,
presided. Mrs. Bessie Colson
read the scripture from Psalms
121:1 and the thought for the
day, "Faith is seeing light
with your heart when all you
see with your eyes is
blackness."
The secretary-treasurer's
reports were given by Mrs. Iva
Alford. Mrs. Louise Short gave
the landscape notes.
Mrs. Cliff Cox of Princeton
was a visitor and Mrs. Clara
Wutzke was a new member.
The recreational period was
!
conducted following the luncheon. Twenty members were
present.
The club will 'have its
Christmas party at the Holiday
Inn on December 13.

•
.
•
4st
5\to --The_______.. •
* Youth
•
•
•
Shop %,i

4

504 Main

The Sunnys ke Hometnakers
Club will have a husband-wife •
dinner at the Colonial House
•
Smorgasbord.
•
n
Monday, December 4
:Be a Winner! Register
The Adult Great Books •
Discussion group will meet at :for FREE RAGGEDY
the Calloway County Public •
Library at seven p.m.

(Behind Peoples Bank):
•
Has Raggedy
Ann Dolls
•
•
•
All Kinds of Gifts

*stib

Gifts Wrapped Free

46-••••

Chapter M pf the P.E.O. •
:4k•-•-• Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. L. J. Bonin at 7:30
p.m. with Rev. Henry McKenzie
as guest speaker.
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 11:30
a.m. Each one is to bring a sack
lunch.
Ni

W
II

..

- -- -

Mu. 14-'1311
Stoke:
ANNOUNCES

We Will Be Open Sundays

The Licensed Practical
Nurses will have a Christmas
Holiday Inn at
Mrs. Charles Archer and Mrs. party at the
reservations
Gary Key gave the craft lesson seven p.m. For
Hendon 753-1590 or Ai
Audrey
call
on "Starched Angels." • .
W
Martha Miller 753-3141.
Fourteen members answered
t
the roll call by naming their
Tuesday, December 5
favorite Thanksgiving food.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of • * Free Coffee
Plans were made to meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
House
Colonial
the
* Free Parking
will meet at the home of Mrs.,
Smorgasbord for a luncheon
Henry McKenzie for a luncheon
and gift exchange on December
meeting.
20.
Refreshments were served by
Murray Assembly No. 19
Mrs. Key.
Order
of the Rainbow for Girls
not
present,
Others
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
previously mentioned, were
seven p.m.
:4
Mesdames Burma McDaniel,
Gusto Conner, David Palmer,
Group I of the First Christian
Jim Washer, Baron Palmer,
Church CWF \vitt meet at ten
Max Hurt, Ernest Futrell,
a.m. with Mrs. Hobart Hopkins
Lowell Palmer, Clete Young,
with Mrs. James Boone as
Dennis Cobb, and Clinton
program leader,
Burchett.
The next regular meeting will
Group II of the First Christian
Court Square.
be held January 17, at 10,30
Church CWF will meet with
a4n. at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Annie Bailey with Mrs.
Burchett.

tip!

10

Until Christmas

1:00-5:30 P.M.
* Free Wrapping
* Charge It

Register for '25.00 Gift Certificate

Phone 753-4623
Murray, Ky.
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Girl Referee
Likes Her Job

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (API
— Donna Ford, the only girl
who is a registered football refsee
eree in Kentucky, doesn't
anything wrong with a female
officiating a football game.
"If you know the rules and
everything and if you've got
your officiating license, I don't
the
see why a girl can't referee
same as boys do," the 17-yearle
old freshman at Hopkinsvil
Conmiunity College says.
"Besides, it's a lot more fun
right out thereon the field
throwing flags and things than
it is up in the stands just
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College
Basketball

East
Manhattan 101, Mans? 65
Penn St 64, Princeton 57
LaSalle 75, Lehigh 59
Lafayette 78, Moravian 540 C
Rutgers 98, Georgetown,
83
Pitt 75, Mt Union 65
American U 93, Rider 84
Dartmouth 86, Vermont 85
*South
Navy 77, Haverford 34
82
n
Brow
Maryland 127.
Murray St 99, Samford 77.
Tenn. St 87, Alabama A&M
63
Davidson 88, Wofford 57
Alcorn A&M 88, Tougaloo 57
Midwest
Str," Loreps--or • --- ,-- "V.
Fullerton St. 56, Oklahoma
St. 55
Lakeland 82, Ripon 78
DePaul 79, St. Mary's, Minn.
54
E Michigan 66. West Virginia
St 58
Southwest
S.F. Austin 90, Nwestern, La.
76
77
Northwood, Tex, 89, Mercy Po
New Mexico 83, Cal Poly
mona 50
Corpus Christi 79, Cameron,
Okla 78
.Far West
67
Colorado St 83, Denver St.
87
Arizona 94, Bakersfield
da
Neva
102,
a
sian
, SW Loui
'Las Vegas 92
San Jose St 96, Humboldt St

By BERT ROSI
Associated Press S
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19-WATT CHRISTMAS
STEREO SYSTEM

•STA-14 I9-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiv
er with Tuning Meter.
•Realistic "44" 4-Speed Record Changer
and Stereo Cartridge.
•Two MC - 500 Acoustic - Suspension
(5" woofers, 2" tweeters) Speakers
31-2044 40-1981, 42-2596

SAVE
2795

28-220

11112
iii11:11:1
11:61milmassammomma=

25-WATT CHRISTMAS
'STEREO' PACKAGE

•5TA-18 25-Watt AM/FM Stereo Re-l
ceiver with Center - Channel Signa
Strength Tuning Meter.
rd
er Realistic LAB-12A 4-Speed Reco
idge.
Changer and Magnetic Stereo Cartr
on
•Two MC • 1000 Acoustic - Suspensi
tweet(8" woofer and wide dispersion
ers) Speakers 31-2048. 40-1980,
42-2935
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TV!
Reg. $279.90
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CORRECTION

JIM ADAMSAGA
FOOD MARKETS
Southside Shopping
Northside Shopping
Center
Center
12th & Story
10th & Chestnut
U.S. Choice

CHUCK
ROAST lb.

with 26 points, while Fred Carter led Philadelphia with 21.
In other NBA action, Houston
beat Baltimore 102-94, Phoenix
topped Atlanta 109-98,. Milwaukee took Chicago 105-97 and
Kansas City-Omaha downed
Portland 110-102.
Jack Mann and Otto Moore
sparked a fourth-quarter surge
that led Houston past Balltimore at San Antonio, Tex., and
to within a half game of firstplace Baltimore in the Central
Division. Mann was high for
the Rockets, with 21 points. Elvin Hayes scored 30 for Baltimore.
Atlanta stayed one game
back of Baltimore by losing to
Phoenix, which got 27 points
each from Connie Hawkins and
Charlie Scott. Lou, Hudson led
Atlanta with 30.
Four foul shots by Oscar
Robertson and two by Bob Dandridge in the last 36 seconds
keyed Milwaukee to it victory
that opened up a 1,2-game
niargini over second-place Chicago in the Midwest Division.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar topped
Milwaukee scoring with 27
points while Garfield Heard
and Bob Weiss each scored 18
for Chicago.
Johnny Green's 12 third-quarter points helped Kansas cityOmaha beat Portland at Kansas City for the Kings' 11th victory in 14 games. Nate Archibald scored 32 points for the
Kings and Geoff Petrie scored
23 for Portland.

95

45-WATT CHRISTMAS
SAVER SYSTEM

•STA-46 45 Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver with Dual Tuning Meters
•Realistic LAB-24A 4-Speed Recordo
Changer with $17.95 Magnetic Stere
Cartridge.
•Two Optimus:2 Acoustic - Suspension.
kers
(8-woofers, 3" tweeters) Spea
31-2026, 40-2022, 42-2936

Reg $17.95

PUSHBUTTON COMPACT CASSETTE!

Low-cost portable is feature-pack
udes
Incl
g!
rdin
reco
ed for best
remote mike, earphone, batteries, and case. 14-872

SAVE
7940

'

• •.

050.Watt Christmas Saver System
SAVE
10000

82-WATT CHRISTMAS
SPECTACULAR SYSTEM
o Re-

31'5

150-WATT SUPREME
EM
SYMST
CHRISTMAS AWF
Stereo Re.STA-1208 150-Watt
Convenient Front and

ceiver with 18
Rear Control.
•Realistic"Miracord - 45 4 - Speed turntable/Changer with a $39.95 Elliptical31 42 .STwtyolusoSptteimreuosC5
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LP
Country
Western

QUATRAVOX — 4-CHANNEL AUTO
ADAPTER!

8 Track Ti
t

995
12-1874

Po

Add the Quatravox
el en
and two more speakers for 4-chann
system
o
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car
your
of
t
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hanc

•STA-65C 82-Watt AM/FM Stere
ceiver with Dual Tuning Meters and
Slide Controls.
rd
•Realistic LAB 36 4 Speed Reco
Changer with a $22.95 Elliptical Stylus Stereo Cartridge.
•Two Optimus- I Acoustic-Suspension(10"woofers, extended range tweet
ers) Speakers. 31-2032. 40-1969. 42-2937
95
Reg. $459.35 $379

Reg.
$27.95
Set includes
AM Oeskube radio with touch "playb,r
Litekute butane lighter: and Pen
Card Holder. 12-176
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REALISTIC CLAR1NETTE

GUI
This mini-cdrnpact stereo
componet
system
features
4-speed phono
with stereo cartridge,
2 wide-range speakers, and more

9
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St ht 8. Sound Sales S Service

80 Main Street Benton,

«
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45

Reg. $354.35 $28995

82-Watt Christmas Saver System

2495

Big Lab- Type
Manual Included'

Unique 5" high radio has
tinted back panel that
shows solid - state AM
circuitry at work. 12-180

2990

Boston Breezes By
Last-Place 76ers

Total
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T KIT!
ELECTRONIC PROJECthing
s from
Build maoy
radios to computers

LUNAVOX
DESKTOP RADIO!

Reg. $192.90 $
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And TOYLAND
IS OPEN!
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Maryland Sets Scoring Record
With 127-82Sto
an mping Of Brown

By BERT ROSENTHAL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
John Wooden of UCLA and
Denny Crum of Louisville, two
of the nation's leading
colle4iate basketball coaches,
have been among the most outspoken against the new rule allowing freshmen to play varsity
ball.
Coaches Lefty Driesell of
Maryland, Fred Snowden of
Arizona and Dick 1.loyd of Rutgers would have to disagree
with them ... especially following Wednesday night's games.
Driesell watched his star
freshman, John Lucas, net 19
points in his varsity debut as
third-ranked Maryland set a
school scoring record in routing
Brown 127-82.
Snowden, coaching his first
game at Arizona, had a successful debut as 17-year-old
freshman Eric Money produced
37 points and the Wildcats beat
California State-Bakersfield 9487.
And Lloyd employed three
freshmen in his starting lineup,
including Phil Sellers, who
scored 30 points, as the Scarlet
Knight whipped Georgetown,
D.C. 98-83.
Lucas, a 6-fuot-3 guard from
Durliam, N.C., scored four
points and assisted on another
basket as Maryland scored
eight straight points early in
the first half and took a corn-

Toni McMillen topped Maryland with 22 points, while
Vaughn Clarke led Brown with
28.

Maniago Records Second
Shutout Over Atlanta 5-0

coaching debuts of the winners'
Tom O'Connor and the losers'
Peter Salzberg. Sophomore
Dave Hampton's 16 points
paced Navy to a 77-34 romp
over Haverford. Billy Knight's
28 points keyed Pitt's 75-69
triumph over Mt. Union.
And Tennessee State, the Associated Press college division
champion last season, opened
its 1972-73 campaign with an 8763 victory over Alabama A&M.

Money, also a guard, connected on 14 of 20 field goal attempts as Arizona shot a blistering 65 per cent from the
field.
Sellers, a 64 forward from
Brooklyn, N.Y,,connected from
all over the court and grabbed
10 rebounds, while his Rutgers
teanimate,John Somogyi added
New Record
26 points. Mike Staokes, one of
WINDSOR, Ont. (AP)-An
four starting freshmen for
Georgetown, paced the Hoyis' all-time record Canadian parainutile' payoff was handed out
with 21 points.
Wednesday night at Windsor
Meanwhile,
All-America Raceway when one fan held the
Dwight Lamar, the nation's winning ticket for
$28,025.10 on
leading scorer last season with the Quadactor.
a 36.3 average, connected for 30
points as seventh-ranked SouthThe combination of 2-4-8-5 rewestern Louisiana beat Ne- sulted in the huge payoff when
vada-Las Vegas 102-92.
king shots finished in the first
three positions. The quadactor
California State-Fullerton surrequires the player to pick the
prised Oklahoma State, 56-55,
first four horses in order.
with the help of 16 points by
Urie Mclkmonre. Penn State
Tweedy Time, at 11-1, Dollar
capitalized on 24 Princeton Dan, at 20-1, and Constant
turnovers and beat•-tht Tige
Combat at '26-1,-provided the
64-57. Jim Crawford fired in 29 big looney, as Worthy Vow, 2-1,
points, hauled downd
11 finished fourth.
rebounds and had seven assists,
leading LaSalle to a 75-59 victoThe previous Canadian
ry over Lehigh.
record of $25,776.90 was also es• Jim Brown's 27 points tablished at Windsor Raceway.
sparked Dartmouth to an 86-85 in another Quadactor last July
triumph over Vermont in the 29.

FROM FOOTBALL TO EASEL
Ernie Baines. former pro football guard, suggests
the violent world up front helped eevelop his painting talents He now commands $1,000
or more each for his easel work He works from studio in Los Angeles, Calif He formerly
playett 'with Denver and San Diego.

Trade Gives Chicago 'Most
Powerful Team In History'

By KEN RAPPOPORT ... crease in 1975 "up to $350,000 five seasons.
Associated Press Sports Writer more to meet the increased
The reserve system, which
HONOLULU ( AP) - Tom cost of health care coverage binds a player to a team until
Bradley now is a member of that year." That was the spe- he has been traded, sold or rethe San Francisco Giants and cific that sparked last spring's leased, has long been an irriKen Henderson and Steve Stone 15-day strike, the first in base- table wedge between owners
are new additions to the Chi- ball history.
and players. And, Kuhn said, it
cago White Sox roster.
The reserve system was an- is still a burning item.
And the traditional "round other hot topic aired by Kuhn
Kuhn said that 13 negotiating
sessions have been held beand round" at the winter before a roomful of reporters.
• •IFirstly, on the matter of the tween the owners and players
baseball meetings.
"We now have the most pow- reserve system," said Kuhn, since September.
erful team in White Sox his- "the clubs have proposed that a
feet they-are prepared to
tory," Chicago Manager Chuck player with five years of major
Tanner said after swinging a league service becomes a free do serious negotiating, to trylo
three-man trade Wednesday- agent unless his club offers a Find a solution so that a strike
one of three in nine hours and salary of at least $30,0001or his doesn't happen again," said
the 10th swap in five days at sixth year. A player with eight Kuhn. -But we probably won't
this 71st annual affair.
years of major league service know if we should be optimistic
Henderson a hard-hitting- .becapies a free agent unless his or pessimistic about the situcenter fielder and Stone, a club offers a salary of at least ation until the players and owners meet again in New York
young pitcher of promise where $40,000 for his ninth year."
ac•quired by the
Sex
The owners also proposed to next Wednesday."
for
The Players Association curBradley, a pitcher of proven create a draft vol of three
quality.
players frail each major rently is meeting in the Bahamas and studying the ownHenderson, who hit 18 home league roster, available at a
ers' latest proposal, according
price
of
$35,000
apiece,
and
ofruns for the Giants in 1972,
to Kuhn.
joins the like of sluggers Dick fered to reduce under their conIn another development Wedtrol
rosters
from
40
to
38
and
Allen and Bill Melton in the
nesday at the busy * rneetings,
major
league
rosters
from
25
to
loaded Chicago lineup.
the major leagues announced a
In an almost-simultaneous 23.
calender of events for the next
Also,
the
owners
proposed
announcement, the St. Louis
couple
of years.
that
players
with
10
years
of
Cardinals secured relief star
Kuhn revealed that the AllWayne Granger in a three-man major league service be conStar, game for 1974 has been
trade with the - 'Minnesota sultedregarding consignment
c14._in, Pittsburgh and the
their
contract.S7111
Miler in
Twins. The Twins landed out1975 classic iirgir—Iti'au fer.
.1Mhfielder Larry Hisle and pitcher qualify under the owner's plan,
sas City
was previously
the
players
have
would
to
play
John Cumberland.
awarded the 1973 affair.
Earlier in the morning, the for the same team for the last
Cardinals obtained infielder
Ray Busse and Bobby Fenwick
for catcher Skip Jutzke and infielder Milt Ramirez from the
Houston Astros.
The activity was heavy-but
it was just an average day.
Since Saturday, when the New
York Yankees and Oakland A's
started things off with a threenian trade, a total of 38 players
414
have changed uniforms in deals
involving 14 teams.
conunissioner
Meanwhile,
Bowie Kuhn took some play
away from the fast-talking general managers by delivering-i
pitch of his own at a press conference.
Kuhn, remarking that he
on any of these sofas or 2 pc.
hoped to prevent another strike
like last spring's, revealed a
BROYHILL PREMIER
new basic contract proposal
from the owners to the -Major
emomer
League Players Association.
SOFA
OUR
LOW
PRICE $349.00
$249a)
The package offered improvements in the reserve system,
CURVED -FLORAL-ORANGE-YELLOW-LIMEbenefit plan, salaries and basi)
MOSS GREEN PIPING-QUILTED-LOOSE CUSHION
agreement contracts. But th,
ARM PILLOWS-COVERS
commissioner emphasized th,,)
there was "still considerab!)
LONG-4 CUSHION-FLORAL
difference" between the club
GOLD, RUST, GREEN
owners and players' represen—4. —4.
tatives.
LOW PRICE $259.50
OUR
"I would say that there is a
ST YLECREST
considerable difference in the
LOOSE PILLOWS SOLID DECK SPRING EDGE
philophies of the players and
the clubs as I understand
them," said Kuhn. "But I'm
GREEN VELVET
gratified by the efforts they've
made so far and I feel both
sides are prepared in the weeks
ahead,to proceed with negotiaOUR LOW PRICE $239.95
tions and find a solution."
SOLID DECK-SOFT EDGE
However, if Kuhn wishes to
avoid a repetion of last spring's
strike, the owners will probably
have to come up with a higher
bounty than the $6 million offered in their yearly contributions to'The benefit plan.
One of the gignificant items
in the latest proposal, the owners said they would continue
their annual contribution for
three more years, with an in-

Cesar Maniago, banished to
the bench two weeks ago, is
back and being hailed for his
work in the Minnesota goal.
Maniago stopped 26 shots to
record his second straight shutout as the North Stars beat Atlanta 5-0 Wednesday night to
remain in first place in the National Hockey League West, one
point ahead of Chicago which
scored seven third-period goals
in an 8-3 rout of Detroit.
In other NHL action, Montreal tied Boston 3-3, Pittsburgh
ripped Toronto 7-4, St. Louis
edged California 2-1 and the
New York Rangers and Los Angeles played a 2-2 tie.
Ron Ward scored three goals,
two of them in nine seconds in
the second period, and Wayne
Rivers two as the New York
Raiders edged the New England Whalers in the only World
Hockey Association game. Rivers' second goal gave the Raiders the victory after Kevin
Ahearn and Brad Sellwood
scored to give New England a
6-6 tie,
Maniago returned to action
eight days ago in relief of injured Gump Worsley in the second period of a 3-1 victory over
Toronto and then whitewahsed
Los Angeles 3-0 Saturday. He
has not allowed a goal in 143
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Chestnut Street

First Anniversary

Saturday, December 2, 1972
2:00-7:00 P.M.
• Coffee and Cookies Served
• Drawing for Centerpiece
808 Chestnut
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LP
Country
Western

minutes. Jude Drouin scored
two goals for Minnesota.
Chicago was trailing 2-1 in
the third period when the Black
Hawks scored seven goals, two
of them by Pit Martin, who
scored three for the game, to
gain their fourth straight victory.
East leader Montreal gained
its tie with Boston when Guy
Lafleur scored a power-play
goal with less then five minutes
left in the game. Phil Esposito's goal at 5:41 of the third .
period had given the Bruins a
3-2 lead.
Pittsburgh shot to a 5-2 lead
in the second period against
Toronto when Jean Pronovost,
Duane Rupp and Eddie Shack
scored in a span of three minutes. Shack also scored two other goals.
Jack Egers' goal late in the
second period enabled St. Louis
to top California. Fran Huck
put the Blues in front in the
first period before Joey Johnston tied it for the Golden Seals
in the second stanza.
A power play goal by Bin
Fairbairn with 3:38 to play salvaged the Rangers' tie with Los
Angeles. Jean Ratelle produced
New York other goal while Bob
Berry and Don Kozak collected
the Kings' goals.

i
Dixieland Center
753-7575

Murray, Ky.
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LOW Price
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Mobile Home Tie Downs Essential
To Protect Home From High Winds
Data from the U.S. Department of Commerce indicates
that a large-scale boom in the
occupancy of mobile homes is
under way. In 1970, some 6
million people were living in
about 2 million mobile homes—
a 135 percent increase over the
previous ten years. In the past
three years, about 95 percent of
all dwelling units selling for less
than $15,000 were mobile
homes.
High winds damage or
destroy almost 5,000 mobile
homes each year. And with new
mobile homes being sold at the
rate of half a million a year in
.1971, the damage figure is
bound to increase.
But there are ways of
protecting mobile homes from
',severe wind damage. And
'protecting the mobile home
from such damage is the first
step in protecting the people
and possessions in it.
(Q.) I have heard that tying
down- is highly recommended
for mobiletillinne residents, but I
don't know what kind of tie
down system to use because
recommendations I've seen
differ. How do I know which one
is best?
A. There are several
adequate tie down systems on
'the market today, but the type
of system appropriate for your
use will depend on a number of
factors,
including
the
maximum expected wind speed
and soil conditions in your area.
The Mobile Home Manufacturer's Association ( MHMA ) or
a reputable mobile home dealer
in rur area can probably,
recommend a qualified person
to discuss your home's tie down
requirements with you.
; Q.) I live in a mobile home,
and I understand that if I put a
skirt around the base of the
home, wind can't blow up underneath it to tip it over. Is this
a good enough way to protect
my home from wind damage?
t A. No. The wind that blows
over the top of the mobile home
creates a vacuum which lifts
the home off its blocks, and the
wind that blows into the side of
the home tends to push it
sideward. The Wind forces
beneath the home do very little
in comparison. The long, low,
light design that makes it so
compact also offers the wind an
--easily-uaqvable_4arget4ianu'al
barriers such as tall shrubs and
trees help somewhat, because
they tend to disperse the wind,
but the best way to protect the

home is with a good tie down
system.
( Q.) Isn't it expensive to tie
down?
(A.) No. Proper tie down
equipment is most areas should
cost no more than $150, and
installation by a professional
contracor niay cost another
$100. The moderate cost is well
worth the savings in time,
money,embarrassment, agony,
and discomfort, should your
home be subjected to strong and
hostile winds.

Gorilla Taught Sign Americans Space Barges Move
Language By Student Deny Reality Rockets On Barkley

you and your family should
leave for the nearest shelter
when a hurricance or tornado
warning is announced.
(Q.) Where can I get more
detailed information on how to
tie down correctly?
( A.) The Mobile Living
Communications
Center
(MILT) has recently published
a booklet entitled -Wise Up-Tie
Down," giving detailed information on how to tie down
correctly. This booklet can be
obtained, free of charge, by
writing to: Mobile Communications Center, P.O. Box,
3431, Chicago, Illinois, 60654.

By LARRY CARRqLL
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (A?) —
Coco signs for her dinner, signs
for her drinks and signs whenever she wants to go out.
Coco, a 26-pound baby gorilla
at the San Francisco Zoo, is
being taught sign language by
a Stanford University graduate
student in developmental psychology.
Her teacher, Penny Patterson, 25, believes her research
with the gorilla is unique and
hopes it will help in using sign
language as a teaching aid for
retarded children.
"Teaching a primate sign
language is not new, but I think
Coco is the first gorilla to be
used in such research," said

Miss Patterson in an interview
Friday.
She is patterning her research after that of two University of Nevada comparative
psychologists who sticcessfully
taught a baby chimpanzee 200
signs in five years.
Miss Patterson began working with the 16-month-old gorilla four months ago and now
spends up to five hours a day
with her.
In her daily sessions, Coco
signals for a drink by placing
her thumb to her mouth, asks
for food by placing all of her
fingers to her mouth and signs
to go from one section of her
glassed-in room to another by
making an outward motion with
her hand.
And she's working very hard
on the signs for "more" and

Of Death
By JACK ALE)'
Associated Press Writer
LEWISTON, Maine AP) —
Americans deny the inevitably
of death and consider it to be
similar to going to sleep in a
comfortable bed, a sociologist
says.
It is something to be ignored,
sent packing off to a nursing
honie to slip away and die offstage, says Richard C. Duinont
of Bates College, who recently
coauthored a book,"The American View of Death: Acceptance or Denial."
-The American apparently
does not die," he said. ,
Madison Avenue image makers and businessmen seeking
profit have combined to project
the American corpse as alive
as possible, and going to sleep
in a casket which is often explicitly advertised as a coinfortgble bed.
Dumont said he still personally denies death "at the gut
level. Although I am more conscious now of the ambivalence
surrounding death, it's no more
comprehensible than it ever
was:He added that he personally
hasn't "solved any better the
notion that I'll die.
-It's good for the individual
to know that ambivalent or confusing feelings about death are
natural," Dumont said. "It's
helpful in view of individual
adaptation."
Dumont said his observations
indicate that Americans, diverted by an affluent culture, deny
the inevitability ef their death.
And he credited the American tendency to "run, hide and
seek refuge in group norms and
actuarial statistics ... that
blur the individual face of
death" with a kind of national
delusion of invulnerability to it.

(Q.) Why should I spend the
money to anchor my home when
I don't even live in a high wind
area?
BAY BRIDGE
A. Dr. George P. Cressman,
The San Francisco Bay
Director of the National Bridge
was opened to traffic
Weather Service, says, "It is on Nov. 12, 1936.
not only hurricanes and tornados which demolish mobile
According To Boyle
homes-but
more
even
frequently the relatively un"The desire for food and
spectacular winds from severe
drink are strongly motivational,
thunderstorms which often gust
and teaching Coco these signs
to more than 70 miles an hour
was relatively easy," Miss Patand occur in all parts of the
Half-forgotten heroes: The
By HAL BOYLE
terson said.
U.S.".
NEW YORK ( API — Things odds are at least 2 to 1 that you
"Sign-language grammar is
Q.) I've heard about mobile a columnist might never know can't identify Karz Benz. Benz different
from that of any other
homes that were overturned in if he didn't open his mail:
is the German inventor of the
language, and I hope to learn a
windstorms even though they
So vast is the sun that a first reliable automobile in
great deal from Coco. The orwere tied down—why should I single storm upon the solar sur- 1855. It had three wheels, an
der in which she uses the signs
bother to tie down if my home face can produce in a single engine behind its single seat
is very important, especially
may be overturned anyway? hour enough energy to satisfy with only three-fourths of a
when she uses a series," Miss
A.) A properly installed tie the present power needs of the horsepower, and on a fast track
Patterson said.
down system has been effective United States at the present it could make a sedate eight
It is important to determine
in hurricane winds in excess of -rate for a century.
miles an hour.
whether the gorilla's sign word
160 miles per hour It is imThe development of a new
Surgical ants: Few people
order is based on context or
portant to be sure of your product for today's market is a know that ants have an honored
imitation, she said:
equipment, however, because three-step process, an industri- place in the history of human
-I am striving to interpret
tie down materials of the wrong al wit says. First, an American surgery. At least since the secthe context in which she uses
design or of poor quality may firm announces an invention; ond century B.C. Hindu doctors
the signs because that is impornot work. A mobile home that is second, the Russians claim used black ants, which have
tant in the analysis of a child's
improperly blocked, that they made the same discovery powerful jaws, in battlefield
language."
doesn't have enough tie down 28 years ago; third, the Japa- surgery. The ant was held up to
—Eventually, Miss Patterson
sets holding it, or that uses an nese start exporting it.
the wound or incision until it will
compare Cocos progress
improper anchor or tensioning
had
closed it with its jaws. The with
If you want to be understood
a 2-year-old deaf child's
device may not be able to by everyone on earth, you'd body of the insect was then
acquisition of sign language
withstand high winds.
have to be able to speak more pinched off, but its head still
and then plans to write her doc(Q. Do I have to tie down the than 3,000 languages. The larg- retained its grip on the incision. toral
dissertation on her recabana, expand() unit and other est, Mandarin Chinese, is spok- This surgical trick was used for
search with the gorilla.
structures adjoining my mobile en by 500 million people. Eng- centuries by physicians from
She hopes to work with Coco
home, too?
lish has by now probably be- Africa to Southern Europe.
two more years, but anything
A. Yes, if you don't want come the second language to
In Finland, a driver caught beyond that
is highly unlikely.
Mountain climbers use steel
part of your mobile home ripped more people than any other with a detectable trace of liSomeday Coco will weigh more spikes I ailed pitons to secure
off by the wind along with these tongue.
quor on his breath, can be than
their rows while ascending
300 pounds.
structures.
By the way, the Chinese,' who jailed for up to five months —
steep cliffs.
What
precautions
other
are
and
hard
credited
at
labor
if he kills or
with having inQ.
besides tying down can I take to vented everything from gun- injures anyone.
protect my home from high powder to spaghetti, also are
It was Pon Marquis who obwinds'
believed to have been the first served; "An optimist is a guy
( A. I Placing your home so people to produce dictionaries. who has never had much exthat its narrow end faces the The one thing they didn't invent perience."
prevailing winds will offer less is chop suey, which is more inresistance to the wind. Locating digenous to San Francisco than
your home next to natural China.
V ESTRIS SINKS
Irhitibrevicing, bowies* suak-aa.
notables: "The chief
On Nov. 12, 1926, the British
trees and small hills is also function of the body IS to
c-a-r-ry—t. ;steamer Vestris sank in a gale,
advisable. And even though the brain around."
off the Virginia coast with a
Thomas A.
your home be safely anchored, Edison.
loss of 113 lives.

Sun's Storms Powerful

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
"Promise" is 260 feet ions and
48 feet wide, and you might
have seen her on Kentucky's
Lake Barkley in the company of
a towboat. You would have
remarked to yourself that she
was a rather unusual sort of
barge because she has a pointed
bow rather than; the flat nose
common on most barges.
That's
because
the
"Promise".is a space barge.
There are five similar barges in
operation. Two of them, like the
"Promise," have deck-mounted
hangars for shipping rocket
stages.
She appears to be the product
of cross-breeding a towboatturned-oil-tanker and a quonset
hut, but there's no mend ess
involved in her method.
The manufacturing test, and
launch sites for the Saturn V.
the country's largest launch
vehicle, all are located on major
waterways. According to officials at the NASA—Marshall
Space Flight Center at Hunstville, Ala., the reason is that
the only practical way to
transport the large lower stages

L )

The rocket components are
loaded onto the barges at a dock
near Huntsville on the Tennessee River; they pass through
Kentucky on their way to the
Ohio River. From the Ohio, the
barges are transported down
the Mississippi to New
Orleasnand then across the Gulf
of Mexico and up the east coast
of Florida to Kennedy Space
Center.
.
The 2200 mile trip takes about
10 days.

SPACE BARGE—The seagoing barge "Promise"
carries the larger stages of the Saturn V launch
vehicles from Huntsville, Ala. to their launch site in
Florida. The huge boosters, too large for conventional
road, rail or air transport, pass througM Lake Barkley
on their way to Kennedy Space Center.
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of the rockets is by water.
The largest unit of the Saturn
V.the S-IC first stage, is 138 feet
long, 33 feet wide and weighs
about 300,000 pounds empty of
fuel. NASA says this is too large
for conventional rail, air or road
transport.
The specially designed barges
of the "Promise- type are
"sea-going" barges, their
unbargelike bows allowing
them to be used on the open sea
and the Gulf of Mexico. NASA
says the barges are sea-going
ships in every respect except
that they rely on a towboat for
propulsion.
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U.S.-Russia
Seminar To
Be Conducted
FRANKFORT,—The Soviet
Union and the United States will
come together educationally in
a seminar to exchange information on the education of
the handicapped.
Kentucky's director of special
education, Dr. Stella Edwards
left, Friday, November 24, as a
member of the U.S. delegation
for the seminar, scheduled
through December 17.
This meeting is the first of a
series of seminars of educators,
as provided by the Agreement
on Exchanges and Cooperation
between the United States and
the Soviet Union for 1972-73.
Participants in the seminar
will discuss "Instruction of the
Handicapped," considering
instruction from infancy
through secondary school.
While in Moscow, they will visit
special schools in
the
surrounding area, such as a
kindergarten for mentally
retarded children and schools
for children with hearing and
speech defects. They will also
visit
the
Leningrad
Rehabilitation Center.
A native of Versailles,
Kentucky, Dr. Edwards has
been with the state Department
of Education for 20 years,
serving as director of special
education since 1956. She is
president, of the National
Council for
Exceptional
Children and past-president of•••1
the National Association of
State Directors of Special
Education. Listed in 'Who's
Who in American Women" and
-Who's Who in American
Education," Dr. Edwards also
served at White House conferences on children and youth
and on mental retardation.
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SPACE AGE R EPORT

Governor I

Astrona ut tells Sk ylab's goals
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Costley News Service
Imagine how the federal
space agency's first-string
public information people felt
when the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis(ration began getting letters
asking what Skylab is all
about!
America's first attempt at
putting a manned space station into earth orbit is less
than six months away. Yet
apparently a lot of the taxpayers who are footing the bill for
Skylab know little or nothing
about it so far, judging from
the letters.
So NASA officials looked
around for someone articulate
enough to answer questions
about Skylab, scheduled to
jump off from Cape Kennedy,
Fla., next Aoril.
Plants with soul
BERKELEY, Calif. 'LTD
— Agricultural researchers
wired a polygraph to some
petunias and found the plants
responding to emotional
situations.
The lie detector showed that
the petunias appreciated being
watered, worried when a dog
approached, "fainted- when
violence threatened their
growth and showed sympathy
when harm came to nearby
foliage. The California Farm
Bureau concluded that gardeners with "green thumbs"
probably develop an emotional
relationship with their plants.

They came up with Astronaut -Alan Bean, a veteran of
the Apollo 12 lunar mission,
an affable fellow and the man
selected to command the second of the three Skylab missions next year.
Skylab will send up three
crews of three each into the
longest-duration manned
flights of the space era. The
first mission will last 28 days,
hopefully, and the last two 56
days each. Bean will head the
first 56-clay flight.
Nobody knows much more
about how Skylab has been
put together than Bean,for he
has been working on the project ever since his return from
the Apollo 12 mission late in
1969. This is how he sees it:
-Skylab will be America's
first space station. It's going
to be in space 270 miles up, orbiting the earth every 93 min-

utes, and we're going to use it
for eight months. Crews will
man Skylab five of the eight
months. There will be a twomonth lapse between the first
and second missions arid a
month between the second
and third flights.
-So, roughly, five months
out of the eight we'll have a
crew up there."
How will Skylab be
launched and what equipment
is involved?
"The space station itself
will be launched unmanned,"
Bean replies. "It will go up on
the same Saturn V booster
that was used for our moon
flights.
-Elut the third stage, in this
case, will not be filled with
fuel to push the command and
service module and lunar
rover to the moon. It will be

empty, and inside this third
stage we'll have a workshop
that's being built right now."
(Skylab crews will be
launched a day after the unmanned spacecraft goes into
orbit.)
What NASA is trying to do
in Skylabs Bean explains, is to
use Apollo hardware left over
from the lunar explorations,
with modifications to give it
the ability to function in space
for long periods.
With it we've come up with
a really exceptional space
station that we hope is going
to answer many questions
that need to be answered now
for the future of space flight,"
the astronaut says.
"We believe the Skylab
missions also will help to tell
us how we can use space to
help the man in the street"

By WILLIAM BRADFO
Associated Press Writi
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BUILDING BRIDGES—Four members of the 94th Engineer Battalion, Darmstadt,
Germany, get plenty of moral support from orphans of Kinderheim Waldmuhle as the
engineers construct a small footbridce at the orphanage. The 94th has become a
sponsor for the home and devotes free time to volunteer work around the orphanage.
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Dutch science study
THE HAGUE (UPI) —
Holland registered 103,400
science students in the 1970-71
academic year. a 10 per cent
rise over the previous year, the
Bureau of Statistics said.
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Governor Ford Creates Six 'Program Cabinets'
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By WILLIAM BRADFORD .
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The first step in Gov. Wendell
Ford's overhaul of state government has been to create six
"program cabinets" and to
liiake his finance commissioner
also his chief cabinet officer.
The new program cabinets,
comprised of heads of existing
state agencies, now will help
work out the overall reorganization of state government,
Ford said at a news conference.
The
only
organizational
change made now, effective
Jan. 1, 1973, will be to shift
most of the functions of the
Kentucky Program Development Office into the Finance
Department. The finance commissioner post also will be
upgraded to include a new position of "secretary of the cabinet" to coordinate functions of
all other state agencies.
The job of cabinet secretary
and head of the Executive Department of Finance and Administration will go to Donald
Bradshaw, who has been finance commissioner since Ford
trick office last December.
Bradshaw's new salary then,
Ford said, will be "a little less
than the governor's ( which is
$30,000)." That presumably
means his pay will approach
$27,500, the new maximum for
commissioners under a 1972
law which raised the previous
$20,000 limit on all commissioners except in highways, mental
health and health.
The six new program cabinets, also effective Jan. 1, will
be: Development, Transportation, Education and the Arts,
Human Resources, Consumer
Protection and Regulation and
Safety and Justice.
Another 1972 state law already created a new Department of Environmental Protection effective Jan. 1, 1973, so
that agency will not be affected
by any of the new changes.
Ford said the final form for
the complete reorganization of
state government had not been
decided yet. That will be
worked out now, he said,
through
meetings
which
Bradshaw
and
Ford's
reorganization staff will be
having with each of the six
program cabinets.

Ford said he was not yet at
the point to say whether each
of the program cabinets
ultimately will be headed by a
single person to comprise an
actual or "super cabinet" along
with the environmental protection chief.
But under further questioning, he finally said that "probably" each of those cabinets
would have its own head. For
the present, Bradshaw will
serve as the head of each in a
coordinating role as each meets
to work out their own reorganization, he said.
Reminded of his campaign
promise last year that he would
save the state $25 million to $30
million a year through reorganization, Ford said there would
be no saving as far as tax reduction of the like goes. But he
said the saving would be in
more and better services provided for the people, possibly
eliminating $25 million a year
in expenditures which he said
was wasted now.
He said there would be no reduction in state jobs but, rather, a control of further growth
in the number of jobs. The concept of commissioners as heads
of present departments will be
retained, he added.
The present state agencies
placed under the six program
cabinets announced by Ford
were:
—Development: Departments

of Agriculture, Commerce, Fish
and Wildlife and Parks and the
Kentucky Industrial Development Financing Authority, Science and Technology Board,
State Fair Board, Breaks Park
Commission.
—Transportation:
Departments of Aeronautics, Highways and Motor Transportation
and the Railroad Commission.
—Education and the Arts:
Education Department, Council
on Public Higher Education,
Educational Television, Arts
Commission, Bicentennial Commission, Heritage Commission,
Historical Society, Libraries,
School Audit Committee,
Teachers Retirement System.
—Human Resources: Departtnents of Child Welfare, Economic Security, Health, Mental
Health, Labor and Mines and
Minerals; Commissions on Aging, Children and Youth, Handicapped Children, Human
Rights, Veterans Affairs and
Youth Affairs; Comprehensive
Health Planning; Office of Economic Opportunity.
—Consumer Protection and
Regulation: Departments of
Banking, Insurance and Alcoholic Beverage Control; Public
Service Commission; Racing,
Trotting and Quarter Horse
Commissions; Registry of Election Finanace; Occupation and
License Boards; Tax Appeals
Board.
—Safety and Justice Depart-

ments of Corrections, Public
Safety and Military Affairs;
Public Defender office; Crime
Commission; Law Enforcement
Council.
The Departments of Personnel, Revenue and Public Information and the State and County Retirement System will
come under the Secretary of
the Cabinet position as servicetype agencies. Ford said. He
added that "with the possible
exception of Public Information," there would be no
reorganization of those agencies.
Ford stressed that the new
approach "gives us the ability
to plan" and to form a bridge
between planning and spending
of state money, by making the
finance commissioner also the
secretary of the cabinet.
The agencies now placed under the six program cabinets
are only preliminary, Ford
said, and might be changed as
the reorganization plan is worked out.
The heeds of the agencies in
each of the program cabinets
now
will
begin
meeting
together to decide which functions are overlapping and
should be shifted into or out of
their jurisdictions, he said.
Bradshaw will take part in all
of those meetings, as well as
Ford's reorganization staff
headed by James T. Fleming,
former director of the Legislative Research Commission.

Towns In Kentucky

Army Recruiters Forced To Cover
Such Big Cities As 'Possum Trot'
The area is so far flung that
By SFC Curtis W. Townsend
US Army Recruiters working one Recruiter covers four
in metropolitan areas can catch counties by himself. He has to
a subway or bus if their cars are have his car. Some have
in the shop for maintenance. suggested that he could use a
However, the Recruiters helicopter.) He and his fellow
working out of the Louisville Recruiters cover such towns as
Recruiting Main Station ( RMS) Golden Pond; population six.
Some of these smaller towns
just sigh with envy thinking
about a blessing like a subway. are named after critters. For
The Louisville RMS area example; Monkeys Eyebrow,
covers most of Kentucky with Possum Trot, Horse Brach,
its many farm communities, Goose Rock, Buffaloville,
and the rural areas of Sunfish,Turkey,Birds Eye,and
Lamb. And, Elk Horn, Foxtown
surrounding states.
Gray Hawk, Wildcat, Parrot
and Herd. ( Not to mention
Pigeon Roost.)
Some of the small towns are
named after historical figures;
Napoleon, Brutus, Plato, and
Hamletsburg. (There is also a
Custer, but one one has ever
--suggested putting a Recruiting
Station there.)
Speaking of the military, how
about Camp Dix, Kentucky?
There are also such towns as
Soldier, Pilot and Drum.
Some towns are named after
men; Ferdinand, 011ie, Glen
Dean, Aaron, Phil andBruce.
Some are named after
women; Lola, Celestine, Maud,
Nancy, Cecilia, Zoe and Patsey.
Some, of course, are named
after everybody; Public,
Peoples, and Touristville

Dr. H. C. Denham
Oitometrist
Announces the
Opening
of his office in

Bel-Air Shopping Center
1Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

Closed All Day Thursday

Red Boiling Springs and Cox
Creek. And, Knob Lick, Mud
Lick, Blue Lick and Lucky
Fork. Also, Paint Lick, High
Bridge and Bear Wallow.
For those with a religious turn
of mind, there is St. Joseph,
Zachariah and Trappist?
There are places which are
named after some place else;
Egypt, Sinai, Bethlehom,
Texas, Waco, Leipsic and
Orleans.( You can imagine the
confusion trying to explain th‘t
you are the Recruiter from
Bagdad or Glasgow.)
There are interesting towns
like Mount Herman, Maple
Mount, Cob Hill, Rocky Hill and
Drip Rock.
At the opposite extreme you
can find, Pewee Valley, Blue
Hole and Horse Cave.
For
vegetation,
Army
Reeruiters work In Hazel Patch;- '
Crab Orchard, Clover Head,
Indian Fields, Primrose,
Mistletoe and Bush.
If you like nice places, how
about Friendship, Willow
Shade, Summer Shade, Fair
Dealing,
Fair
Play,
Lovelaceville, Liberty, Victory
or Wisdom?
On the opposite end we have
Furnance, Falls of Rough,
Quicksand, Black Gnat, Loan
and
Stab.

Army Recruiters call on
If you want to recruit in a tiny
prospects in towns which have town which has a name that is a
the names of streams; West symbol, how about Symbol? Or,
Fork, Fountain Run, Cub Run, how about Buckskin, Deputy,
Flippin, Gravel Switch, Chance,
Derby, Wax, Stay and Plank.
One of the all-time favorites
of the Recruiters who served in
Europe during World War II is
the small town of Eighty Eight,
Kentucky.
Rut, when the day's work is
done, the last place of an Army
Recruiter could be the town of
Climax, Kentucky.

(VereOlge
Fisher-Price
THANKS
For Making Murray
Your Choice
Murray Optimist Club

MAGNETS PICK OUT
THE TIN CANS
NEW YORK (AP) —
Discarded steel, or "tin," cans
are being recovered from
household refuse by magnetic
separation in 16 cities at the
rate of 2.4 billion annually, say
latest figures from the American Iron and Steel Institute.
Eleven more localities are expected to install magnetic
equipment by the end of 1972.
adding 1 6 billion salvaged cans
to the total
Reclaimed steel food and
beverage containers now exceed all other materials in the
solid waste stream that are recycled or re-used by industry
"The strong trend toward
magnetic separation indicates
that municipal and regional
systems will be recovering
more than five billion cans annually by 1975," declares R
Thomas Willson, senior Slice
president of the institute "San
itation departments that ern
ploy magnetic systems report
they are reclaiming fully 90 per
cent of all used steel cans in
their areas.-

as, on

Large Supply of Digital Clock
Radios Purchased at Such a Special
Price We Cannot Quote Price In Ad!
COME IN AND SEE OUR MANY MODELS

Largest Supply of Stereos In This Area
Over 30 Models of Consoles and Many
Component Part Models to Choose From

Color and B&W TVs from
5" to Full 25" Screens

CASSETTE TAPE
RECORDER OUTFIT
Complete with built in AC

cord, batteries, earphone, remote control microphone and
stand, C-30 blank cassette. This
is a proven winner and the
quality is excellent. Fantastic
sound reproduction.

TRIUMPH D-116 FM/AM
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
with AFC
Ten ft .be e
miniature phone plu;
lets you put speaker
virtually anywhere

Special
Price
On
These

Pillow speaker tor
private listening

Cool Chassis
construction or lonc
trouble-tree service

Four-position clock
selector switch —
Radio On: Radio Ott,
Radio Alarm On: Radio
Buzzer Alarm On

Position push pull be"
selector switch — in
for AM. out for FM

Powerful solid-stati
Circuitry—plays
instantly withOut
warrnue.

station

Slide rule
selector for fine tuninD

Precision timer wakes
you to music or alamr.
Drowse button lets you
doze oft again for
10 extra denutes —
rpor,sts interval
' Out -,••

Built-in Feints AM
antenna and line cord
FM antenna — to pie in
stations near and far

Triumph RG414 FM/AM Clock Radio
crafted in America
Timed electrical outlet, pillow speaker- jack are
standard features.
• Timed 400-watt Outlet • Needs No Warm-Up
• Wake Up to Music or Alarm
Built-in antenna pulls in
Stations near and far.

Rich walnut-grain polystyrene
case.

Powerful solid-state circuitry—
Plays insttv-tly wThiout warmuc

,ghted clock face
night.
glows sothy

at

Automatic Frequency Control
locks in FM stations automatically.

_
Triumph RG202 AM -1-tygn impact plastic
cabinet with ClecOrat
centre! inlays

Triumph

RG514Z FM/AM
CLOCK RADIO

Clock Radio
•
Wakes you to your favoriteAM station automatically

deli,

gr'el
a lull r.i !-•

.The Zodiac In
Sales Magic

Direct tuning
you pinpoint y
station quickly

te, in
rod antenna

Clean modern styling
looks good in any

decor

D-134

Large clock face features the
signs end symbols of the Zodiac

RG514Z

FM/AM

Digital Clock
Radio

Permanent Magnet speaker
for full-fidelity sound.

,ets ral•,a way
one "our belpre.autornatically

HEADHUGGER
Private Headset FM Radio

It's A

Radio
It's Private
It's Portable

General Time backlighted
direct-read digital
tape numerals

Triumph

Big four-inch Oka,
permanent magnet
speaker is rear-mount,
for concert hall fidelit
_tieyitm
!LISla04'
HeadOw,d

Folks: Be a wise buyer and buy your TVs and
Stereos where you can get service!
Remember: We have a Service Department
and service what we sell.

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
Open Weekday Nights till 9 p.m.. on Sundays 1-6 p.m.,
for Your Shopping Convenience.

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-5865
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ATC Proves Retarded Can Lead Useful Lives
By Sue Weller
State News Bureau
LEXINGTON. Ky.—Alan
awakens at 6:30 and gets ready
for work. He gets on the city bus
near his Lexington
home,
deposits 35 cents in the fare box
and rides to the corner of
Limestone and Vine in downtown Lexington. There he

transfers to another bus that
will take him to his final
destination.
The one factor that singles
Alan out of the millions of
Americans falling into this daily
routine is that he is mentally
retarded.
Alan is one of 50 participants
at the Adult Training Center

•-sis

LEARNING BY DOING—Participants at the Adult
Training
Center, operated by the Bluegrass
Association for Mental Retardation in Lexington,
mandrelize lathe cut seals for the Parker Seal Co. The
seals eventually will be used in automobile
transmissions. The development of work habits and
job skills is an essential part of the center's program
for mentally retarded adults. Displayed in the
background are decoupage pictures the participants
have completed in the center's crafts program.(Karen
Tam Photo).

ATC i operated by th Bluegrass
Association
for
Mental
Retardation.
The
center
training
originated in 1967 to demonstrate that, through constructive training programs,
retardation does not rule out a
rewarding life.
The program is open o
retarded adults 18 years and
older who need special training
in adult living. To enter the
program, the individual may
apply directly to the center,
through
th
Bureau
of
Rehabilitation Services or may
be referred to the center from
other agencies.
After initial contact with the
center, the trainee is under
evaluation for a six-week
period.
"We look for factors that
would be necessary to maintain
a general work behavior," says
Ann Walker, the center's chief
evaluator. "Determinants such
as social maturity, motivation.
abilit to follow directions.
work habits and general health
are taken into consideration."
After the evaluation period,
Mrs. Waker than makes one of
three recommendations: Admittance to the ATC program
pending openings at the
facility; referral to another
agency better suited to care for
the individual's specific needs;
or a search for actual job
placement.
After an applicant has been
admitted to the program, his
only other qualifications are
that he provide his own transportation to and from the
center and meet the $20-permonth tuition fee. If the fee
causes undue hardshi to a
particular family, adjustments
can be made.
The center operates under
Ray Neunam's philosophy of deemphasizing the uniqueness of
an individual's handicap and

Carload Sale
LA-z-BOY®
RE-CLINAIROCKER.
America's Most Comfortable Gift

emphasizing his normalities, to worry about sick days,
which must include getting up unemployment compensation,
in the morning and going to union problems or excessive
work "like everyone else." supervisory requirements when
consultant at the Murdock our people take over the job,"
Center, a
Developmental said Weller.
Disabilities Training Institute
The trainees are paid on a
in Butner, N.C.
t3lece-rate basis for all work
The participants, with I.Q.'s performed, receiving the same
ranging from 15 to 70, stay at rate paid to loca industry for the
the center from 8:30 a.m. until same amount of work per3:30 p.m. and take part in a formed. Since the workshop
variety of activities.
program officially started last
Incorporated
into
the July, the payroll has reached
program at the ATC is adult almost $600, divided among the
education through the Fayette retardates according to inCounty School System. An in- dividual endeavor.
structor comes to the center to
"I think it's a mutual thing,"
hold classes in remedial math said Lenny Cox of Graves Cox, a
and
reading,
home Lexington clothing store. "We
management and safety and have work that would be too
survival. Trainees are placed in time consuming for us to do. By
these classes according to each letting the trainees at the center
individual's need and his ability do the work, they can make
to take advantage of the some money at a job satisfying
classes.
to them while we don't have to
Some participants work on worry about it."
various arts and crafts projects '
t1 Graves Cox is one of several
such a decoupage and ceremics. local stores and industries
The finished products are taking advantage of services
placed in the center's display offered by ATC.
roo and may be purchased by
What do the participants do
the general public.
with the money they earn?
An integral part of the ATC
"I like to go to the restaurant
program is the workshop, and buy a cheese burger," said
where trainees work for local Larry, who looks forward to
industry and acutally receive coming to the center each day.
pay.
Others have savings accounts,
'"There are many reasons buy their own clothes and some
employers look to ATC when are proud to be able to help out
they have work we can do," with family financial responsays Roger Weller, production siblities.
manager for the workshop.
Another facet of the program
'When industry has a sudden' is the Work Adjustment Survey
influx of temporary work, they Sheet or "flag chart." This is a
can't afford to hire new people, color-coded chart which conuse time and money training tains each participant's name.
them and three weeks later lay The trainees are rated daily by
them off."
supervisors in each aspect of
Weller is in charge of the program according to their
promoting
the
workshop minimal
behavior
program, describing to local requirements.
industries what the trainees can
Russell Doumas, intermim
do and managing, work- con- center manager, explained the
tracts from start to finish.
system. "We use a limited
"Local industry doesn't have behavioral
modification
program by which the participans can review their
performance in work, social
and personal behavior."
The chart is instrumental in
helping to shape and improve
behavior in many of the
trainees, he added.
How has the program affected participants?
"Everybody enjoys the status
of a job situation: get up in the
morning and leave for work,
'mingle with other co-workers,
accomplish something on the
job an return home in the
evening -discussing the day's
activities," said Karen Paul.
Karen and her husband Rick
are resident counseldrs In
"Project Open Door," which
serves as a half-way house for
the mentally retarded between
institutional living and total
community living. The PauLs
have five residents in the
program at ATC.
Goetz, executive
Tony
director of the Bluegrass
Association, talked about future
goals for ATC.
"The most important thing is
for the community to realize
that a caring for the mentally
retarded is their responsibility.
Many adult retardates need
lifetime care in a community
facility rather than an institution. We want to expand our
facilities so we are able to take
more people and perhaps
etteventually provide a living
sitution for these people."
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208 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

FREE DELIVERY * OPEN FRI. NIGHTS

All in Good Taste
There's a certain kind of
woman who throws on a beautiful knit dress or a smashing
blazer, and looks like a million bucks. Not much jewelry,
just a good looking handbag.
And her makeup — her eyes
and lips, in fact her whole
face has color — not like a
cupie doll, but like a woman
who knows the true artistry of
makeup application. Who is
she? She's you this year. Her
look is something called classic which means ubiquitous
▪ .
good taste •
Which means
alput her
most anywhere and
she fits right
in. And if she
stands out
it's only be.
cause her
clothes, her „
makeup are
so clearly just-right for her.
They don't have to shout any
longer that -she's a liberated
woman. She's confident of her
beauty and her place in the
world and you can see it in
the way she looks.
You want to look comfortable. Relaxed. Put together
casually, carefully in sweaters, pants, suits. But, search
for one favorite understated
dress that reeks of good tailoring.

Swimming Champ's Love
For Water Started Early
By JOHN KIRSHON
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Olympic champion Shane
Gould — who at the age of
15 has broken five Olympic and
world records and been heralded as the greatest woman
swimmer in the world today —
began a love affair with the
water before she -could...even
walk.
When she was an infant the
future Olympic star cried when
bathtime ended, recalls her
mother, Shirley Gould. who has
just completed a book about her
daughter's aquatic abilities,
"Swimming the Shane Gould
Way.- Mrs. Gould further notes
that her daughter could manage
the dog paddle at the age of 3
and was a budding expert with a
snorkel and mask around the
reefs of the Fiji Islands at the
age of 5.
"In Fiji the weather was always warm and swimming was
just the thiag to do," the young
Australian explains.
On a visit here with her mother following' her prize-winning
performances at Munich where
she won one bronze, one silver
and three gold medals. Miss
Gould claimed that she does not
think she has reached her peak
at 15 and a half. "Women swimmers reach their peak anywhere from 14 to 17,- says history's youngest gold medal winner from Australia.
"I'm just going to take each
year as it comes.- she says.

At the rate she's been going
that could mean a lot. Where
does she get her go?
iietifing at 7:30 p.m. and rising at 4 a.m., the Olympic
champ swims an average of
four hours a day — that's about
three and a half miles. "During
competition I only train three
hours a day — that's less mileage." she notes.
While she considers the discipline and diet essential, Miss
Gould attributes her aquatic
success more to a natural ability. "I go in for school sports
whenever I can — tennis, sailing, surfing, high jumping.
woman's basketball — you
name it. I guess I'm just very
athletic:' remarks the tall
blonde teen-ager who is in her
fourth of six years at Turramurra High School in Sydney.
While Miss Gould says that
the Olympics have not always
been a goal of hers, in the last
two years she has stopped playing all other sports and limited
other outside activity for preparation and full-time training. Of
the 1972 Olympics she observes,
"It was -a fantastic festival of
youth. Everything that happened was done for and by kids.
I made a lot of friends, listened
to a lot of new records and
discussed fashion, which is another of my intecests. Everything was so relaxed, except for
the opening ceremony which
made me a little jittery, and
then the violence that interrupted everything."'
After the terrorism that
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Noontime
MOSCOW ii P1) — Soviet
scientists have devised a system
of time registration for the
moo in lunar stellar days,
houninutes and seconds, the
Tess news agency said.
Scientists at the chief
astronomical observatory of the
Ukrainian academy of sciences
in Kiev calculated the positions
of 72 stars and the planet
Jupiter for every JO days of the
lunar year.
"Man has already studied the
earth sufficiently well and can
determine the coordinates of
any point on it quickly and
l'ass said. "The
conditions on the moon are
different. This is why a new
space science has appeared—
Selenodesia "

More than 800 species of fish
make the Gulf of California one
of North America's richest fishing grounds, the National Geographic Society says.

A

00
14-

broke the "Olympic peace she
says that "most people just
wanted to go home. It was
tough after that to concentrate
on competing."
"Although all the training
and discipline may sound like a
lot of pain and agony I get an
enormous amount of personal
satisfaction and enjoyment
from swimming:' the young
Olympian "says. -Really, I'm
just doing my thing."

HOOVER

•A Hoover tile worlds finest
cleaner
•Extra large
throw-away bag holds mare dirt change less often'
•Vinyl outer jacket
-never a dusty odor
wipe clear with a
dam cloth
•4-position rug
adiusbnent. . indooroutdoor floor coverings
to deep shag rugs.
•Two speed motor SO% more suction
with cleaning tools,
automatically'
•Cleaner rolls
on wheels-gets all
the dirt, you Just
guide it.
•Headlight see where you're
cleaning.
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LOOK Al' THESE
PLUS FEATURES!

Cooking
Convenience
in Modern
Style
Hoover Electric Fry Pan

Model 107
with Headlight

a Powerful Motor
a
Steel Construction
• Wrap-Around Bumper Guard
a Convenient Toe Switch
a Lightweight
a large Throwaway Beg

INCLUDING TOOLS

Don't throw that old Iron away,
It's worth $5.00 during our Iron
Trade-In Sale!!
Only

w/frodo

Only

with no trod*

BEAUTIFULLY STYLED WITH THE
LATEST IN MODERN CONVENIENCES
• Die Cast Afurninurn for even
hest distribution
• Onset neniffes for easier
handling and cleaning
• Anyectivis high dome lid inints
extol cooking capacity.

ONLY

NEW! HOOVER
STEAM/DRY IRON

$2295

• Precision temperature control
is conveniently located
and easy to read
• Control dial is removable for
immersing entire pasfl wit*,

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
Q-414V#)

Mirror F .nish Stainless Steel Ironing Surface Won't Scrap n
Can't Snag Resists Marring Glides effortlessly over fain,
• Owl ordinary tap eater
• Schist for an types fabrics
• Stearn channels for complete
labric tonnage
F,ii/ Yew Noever

Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571

Starting Friday, December 1, We Will Be Open Until 8:00
On Weekdays and Open From 1 til 6 on Sundays, Thru
Christmas

Murray
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that they would have to move to
(Continued from Pagel)
••11ural-to-urban
migration
"growth centers" from existing them. In the same way, we
has 1eft behind undereducated,
wouldn't
and prospering
want
the
neighboring
middlesized towns, and eliminating communities to be forced into underskilled persons in locales
towns and hamlets which are so incorporation with the growth that have fallen into economic
small that they are unable to centers. We would seek, and social decline."
The people who remain in
offer jobs and services to hold through some education
process, to make them want to small towns, the report contheir young.
tinued, "are often ill-equipped
Because the proposal is keyed be incorporated.
to
migrate or to cope with into rural and semi-rural areas, it
"I think this concept will
creasingly difficult conditions
would have its greatest effect on catch on. I don't expect it to
where they now live."
the Mid-South and one or two make a great deal of difference
These small towns, the report
other areas of the nation. Under very soon, but I think we will
concluded, therefore have
the plan, small Mid-South cities start moving in that direction.
"simply
outlived
their
like Dyersburg, Tenn., and And, as the people become
economic function."
Tupelo, Miss., would . be among enlightened, this will become
So it is that a town like
those most dramatically the trend in future relocation."
Stanton, Tenn.—where
changed, instantly swelling in
To Dr. Davis and others who
population dipped from 458 in
area and population, perhaps favor the growth-center plan, it
1960 to 372 in 1970—or Wilson,
having four times as many is a Matter of either enArk.—which fell from 1,191 to
couraging selected cities
residents by the Year 2000.
1,009—might be expected to
Other towns like Trenton, around the nation to make
dwindle and die.
Tenn., and Water Valley, Miss., themselves alluring enough to
And so it is that a growing city
meaawhile...„would lose their effect redistribution of the
like Jackson, Tenn., would
identities, absorbed into the population, or resorting to such
engulf neighboring comexpanded boundaries of "new" "Big Brother" government
munities—like Medon and
cities like Humboldt and Ox- tactics as "no move" restric- Pinson
and Uptonville—and be
ford.
tions in our major cities.
expected to prosper greatly.
The 121 proposed growthAt the same time, thousands
This would be accomplished
of smaller towns, like Stanton in centers were determined for the
through consolidation—
West Tennessee and Wilson in commission by the United consolidation
of towns, schools,
East Arkansas, would be States Department
of
and municipal services, all done
neglected, left to waste away Agriculture, using the 1970 and on
a local level but with federal
1960 census figures and other
into eventual extinction.
help.
And, while all this was taking statistical data.
Commission research
The names of the sites were
place, major cities like Memdirector Sara Mazie explains it
phis, suddenly would cease to not announced publicly, but this
way:
grow, averting the future perils they were obtained from a
"If they do decide to develop
of over-population.
former commission staff
'East Podunk, they'll want to
The sure-to-be controversial member, who also released the do
everything all at once—
but nonetheless intriguing names of towns in adjacent schools,
jobs,
industry
proposal is . a result of three areas which would be included establishm
ent,
housing,
in
proposed
the
growth centers.
years of research by the
transportation, services—to
That information, verified by
Presidential Commission on
have the maximum impact on
Population and the American the Citizen's Committee on the
surrounding area. One
Population ( a Washington
Future.
would hope, therefore, that
The commission, appointed organization formed by John D. growth centers
would inby President Nixon in 1969 and Rockefeller III and two com- corporate surrounding,
smaller
headed by John D. Rockefeller mission members when the towns. Otherwise,
they'd
III, tackled the problem of commission wA officially become suburbs
and just create
overpopulation on all fronts, dissolved), shows the full battle more
government duplication
concluding that one major strategy in the war against and congestion."
concern was the saturation of overcrowding of our cities.
The offer of better police and
The South and the Midwest fire protection,
urban population through
more recreation
are keys to the plan, both
migration from rural areas.
facilities, better schools, water
The trend had long been regions densely dotted with and sewerage service and
all
developing—poor blacks from growth centers to ward off the rest in a growth
center like
farms in Mississippi packing up northward
or
westward Starkville, Miss., would be a
and heading for Memphis or emigration. Few centers were lure which could not be refused
Chicago in search of jobs, poor set for the populous Eastern by nearby towns like
West
whites leaving little towns in states or, in contrast, for the Point. It would be absorbed,
the
Alabama or Kentucky to follow sparsely peopled, inland commission
theorizes.
rainbows to Detroit or Los Western states.
)Columbus, the third city in the
Under the plan, Tennessee Starkville-West
Angeles,
Point "Golden
And, wherever the people would be greatly affected, with Triangle," would be one
of those
came from, wherever they eight proposed growth cen- cities left to fend
for itself.
went, the results were too often. ters—four of them in West The same
benfits—plus the
the some— too many unskilled Tennesse. Only Texas, with 10
offer of a chance to earn a good
individuals, too few jobs, too centers, would have more.
living—would be enough to
many additions to swollen
Mississippi would have five dissuade
the disenchanted
welfare rolls.
such centers and Arkansas
Haywood County, Tenn., farTo attempt to check this, the three. Elsewhere in the Mid- mer
from moving to Memphis,
population commission devised South and Southeast, Missouri and attract
him to Humboldt
its plan to create the 121' would have five, including Cape instead.
strategically located growth Girardeau; Georgia would have
What the commission seems
! centers across the nation- five; Kentucky, three, including to disregard
or discount are the
- t small cities of today which, Murray; _Louisiana, three, various
"evils" of urbanization
! through annexation and in- including Monroe; Alabama, which
detractors of the plan
corporation of surrounding one at Dothan, and Florida, one point to—things
like pollution,
communities and with federal at Pensacola.
traffic congestion and increased
One of the big factors in) funding, would become bigger
! cities of tomorrow.
fluencing the Department of
Thus glamorized, these new Agriculture's selections was the
cities theoretically would dwindling rural population of
dangle job opportunities and the states.
other municipal benefits to
Tennessee, for example, saw
catch the eye of the migrating its rural population drop 4.9 per
masses, who would suddenly cent in the 1960s, despite an
prefer the growth centers to the over-all statewide increase of 10
per cent. Mississippi's rural
; bulging major cities.
Stationed like so many old- population was off 9.4 per cent,
time cavalry forts, the centers and Arkansas down 5.7 per cent.
Several criteria were em• would serve as buffer zones
protecting
major ployed in setting the sites:
the
metropolitan areas by heading Growth-center cities first had
off and sifting out the migrants to be 75 miles away from
before they reach their Metropolitan areas of two
million or more population, a
traditional destinations.
The plan, along with the rest consideration which does not.
of the commission report, was apply in the Mid-South, where
placed in a state of suspended Memphis is the largest city—
•„': animation upon its presentation with 623,530 persons living
to President Nixon this year, a within its city limits at the time
w. cold shoulder given largely of the 1970 census. Growth
1', because of the hot issues of sex centers also had to be in
education for teenagers and locations where combined cityabortion, subjects dealt with by county population was less than
d the commission as curbs on 350,000 in the last census. They
had to have a population in.t population growth.
•;*
It was felt the President did crease from 1960-70 in excess of
't not want to get involved in those the national average of 13.a per
two controversies in an election cent. And they had to be
; year. It also might have been geographically suited, with
wise to avoid entangled debate resource potential, to warrant
over a plan which would tell federal aid to stimulate growth.
County boundaries also
people where to go, and where
figured into the selections, as
not to go.
At any rate, the growth- did the locations of colleges.
center plan is considered a very Towns with higher education
were
given
live issue, despite its initial facilities
suppression, and many experts preferential treatment.
In some cases, thriving towns
are predicting it ultimately will
which lie just outside proposed
come to pass in some form.
One of these experts is Dr. growth centers were not inLawrence Davis, president of cluded in them, but left to
;the University of Arkansas at develop or slip back according
Pine Bluff and one of the 24 to their own resources. An
members of por.ulation com- example is Brownsville, Tenn.,
which
mission.
lies
between
"Personally, I am for metropolitan Memphis and the
freedom of movement," he proposed centers of Jackson, •
said, "and I think we are losing Dyersburg and Humboldt.
Doomed by the commission
the very thing that gives
uniqueness and meaning to our report were those rural comgreat country, if we ever have munities deemed already in the
process of decay. In terms
laws regulating movement.
"However,our approach is to which hardley would endear the
try to develop these growth, commission to the small town
centers to the extent that people folk of America, the report
would want to move to them, not said:
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crime, all of which perhaps
would descend upon the growth
centers, along with the showers
of municipal blessings.
Nor, admittedly, did the
commission consider the
emotions of people who would
be told by outsiders that their
beloved hometowns are expendable or expandable.
Speaking for all those who
cringe as country. schoolhouses
and crossroads stores vanish
from the American scene,
Senator Alan Cranston (DCalif. himself a member of the
commission, says:
"Thirty years ago, the rural
landscape was dotted with
small farms and small, thriving
communities. But these people
are being blown off the land by
the winds of economic and
technological change."
Accusing big companies in
farm-related fields of having no
stake in the rural community,
and not caring about its fate,
Senator Cranston says, "We
must make it possible for the
independent farmers and
businessmen of rural American!'
to survive."
But, while many politicians
may give lip service to improving the conditions of small
towns, this approach is being
thought of more and more as a
lost cause, making no real
economic sense. And the
population commission is not
the only one looking to
development of just the largest
of the smaller towns.
Already signed into law is
Senator Hubert Humphrey's
Rural Development Act, which
approached the same overpopulation problem in much the
same way, authorizing 500
million dollars for outright
grants and another 1.5 billion
for loans to help small towns
attract new residents.
The towns which would best
fit the specifications for these
loans are the game towns
designated as growth centers by
the population commission.
Senator Humphrey and other
members of Congress also are
working on additional similar
legislation,indicating that some
such plan, if not the exact
growth-center proposals of the
population commission, will be
before lawmakers in the months
ahead.
We may indeed see the 21st
Century day when the backbone
of early America—the small,
country town—will be a thing of
the past.
"Years ago in West Tennessee, there used to be a little
town named Grand Junction,"
an oldtimer of tomorrow may
tell his grandchildren. But, of
course, it's gone now....

FABRICSALE

OVER 25,000 SMART WOMEN SHOP FABRIFIC EVERY DAY!
IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

72" FELT

Rayon & wool blend. 12“ wide and on bolts Choose
iron an outstanding selection of beautiful colors. A
Dopular fabric at a popular price. Many holiday uses

$1

99

Our Regular

Y

s2.49

PIN
CWALE St WIDE WALE

ORDUROY

Popular wide wale and pin wale corduroy
in great
selection of colors. 100°. cotton, 45" wide,
maethe
wash and dry. Our regular 51.39 yard.
99.

FANCY YARN DYED
100% POLYESTER

DOUBLEKNITS

This fancy 00°0 polyester double knit group includes
jacquards, tone on tones, multi-colors & many other
stitches. Full bolts. 60" wide in easy care polyester.
Machine wash and dry.

BONDED ORLONSItt

100% ACRYLIC

ACRYLICS

Fall & winter's popular 100% acrylic knits & 100%
orlon: with 100% acetate bond. 60" wide and on bolts.
Solids, plaids and fancies. Washable & prelined to
bold shape.

LOOP KNIT

CREPE
All the latest fashion
45" wide 8 on
bolts 55 acetate 45
-ylon
$
cOlOrS

59

SEQUINS

For Christmas trimstrees, stars, wreaths,
angels, reindeer and
others.
Perfect
tJf
Cmistrnas decoration.

2

FLANNEL
4 Our Regular
D.

DOUBLE KNITS

A wonderful choice of fall colors—darks, lights,
brights, and holiday shades. Perna-press, 60" wide,
on bolts. Get the "look of wool," but the easy care
of acrylic.

FELT
SQUARES

NYLON

9"x12"
0o
50 Rayon, 50% Wool

Hundreds of uses! 100°.
nylon, all fashion colors, machine washable,

59' yd.

fabrifie
FABRIC CENTERS

The Datsun 610 is something altogether net',
...a luxury economy car. A Datsun Original. Choose
the new 2-Door Hardtop,4-Door Sedan or 5-Door
Wagon,and you get a car that's bigger, more powerful, just plain more car than any economy model
has a right to be. And it comes at a Datsun price.

NET

,9,

Our
Reg. 29- I

G

36" to 45" Niue, Novelty prints and solids. Designer
lengths, machine wash and dry, and made of 100
cotton. Great .1s>ortment of fall colors.

9

Our Regular
53.99 yd.

YD

viT
lrEi
r

100° rayon facing, IOWc cotton back, 45" wide and
cm bolts. A great selection of colors.

$

99

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 So. - Murray, Kentucky

Daily 9-9 - SUNDAY 12:30-6:30

There's a new 1800cc overhead cam engine
and power-assist front disc brakes. The Sedan and
Hardtop have a new independent rear suspension.
As for the luxury, you've got to drive it to believe
it. Fully reclining bucket seats, tinted glass, carpeting and custom vinyl interior are just a beginning.
The new Datsun 610 series ... performance,
luxury and economy: .
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
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Assorted Colors
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Gift Boxed

After Shave Lotion
4-oz

BRIO
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$ 49

Sale

KNITTING YARN
Sizes S-XL
Reg. 99'

70cSkein

RIFLE

MENS

Sizes S-XL

.22 RIFLE

SHIRTS
-1 1 97

$ 1697

Uncle Jeffs does it again with the
lowest prices ever. Just check
these prices on our new shipment
of

Mountain Mist

CORNING WARE

QUILTING
COTTON

9-Cup Percolator
Reg.
11.95

roll
Now 1 per7
$
SHOE DEPARTMENT *1

1787
Prices From

Mens & Boys

TV SLIPPER
SOCKS
Mens
$1 99
Boys
$1 69

$957

MENU-ETTE SET

Reg. '1.27

Many Colors in Solid and Patterns

LEATHER
BOOTS

Not exactly as illustrated

-4

2" Covered $797
/
Consists of 61
2 pt
/
Skillet, 1 pt. & 11
'Covered Sauce Pan Reg. '9.88

Sizes 3-7

Mens Insulated

with 4-Power Scope

Single Shot

$587

BOYS

$399

.22 AUTOMATIC
Model 18711

QUILTED
VESTS

BLON DIE

SPRINGFIELD

Reg. '6.95

THE PHAN

08
•

SWAG &
TABLE
LAMPS

i

$747
Prices Start at
GIANT

SOUP & SNACK
SET

ROASTER

$567

037
Complete with Wire Racks $ 1
Reg. '12.95

Reg. '2.87

•

Black & Decker

American Made
MODEL 7116

Blacks Decker
3/8" DRILL

LIL' AB

Black & Decker
Model 8280

GRASS SHEARER
IN

DRESS SHOES
0
0
•
$
•
1-'9.87 8 '8.87

Rog. 1.'

Cordless Electric
Sizes 510

with Battery Charger

/ I -3c

I
cro)1 799

26 Piece

Entire Stock
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3/8" DRILL KIT

BEATLE E

$227

BLACK & DECKER

2-SPEED JIG
SAW KIT

A7 7h
.- isa
42
4•
I LEO A
WAR ps.pTr TO
KALUGA PA55
TO MEET THE
GIANT

2" Open
/
Corning Ware 151

2-Quart Covered

SAUCE PAN

Uncle Jeffs Has A Large
Selection of

Mr..•

#7110 3/8" drill with improved burnoutprotected motor for long, dependable service
•3"
4"
1
life•3 drill bits—'4", M 6" /
cotton buffing wheel 0 3" grinding wheel
•15 assorted sanding discs—fine, medium,
coarse-grit•wheel arbor and 5" backing
pad•chuck key & holder•custom
molded carrying case
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Special Viruses Give Clues
How do viruses cause cancer? some conditions but not under
One way to find out would be others. Then by altering the
various
the
to study cancer viruses that conditions
have certain properties under properties could be isolated and

NORMAL VIRUS
GROWTH

CANCER
VIRUS GROWTH

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER

analyzed.
At The Salk Institute, in San
Diego, researchers are doing
Just that, They are studying
temperature-sensitive viruses,
which make the cells they have
infected behave like cancer
cells at about 89 degrees but not
at 102 degrees. The work is
being done with cancer viruses
that infect rodents; not humans.
A virus is in some ways an
incomplete organism-it has
inside of it the necessary information for reproduding itself, but it does not have the
chemical machinery for using
that information. It, has genes,
and an outside protein coat, but
little else.
Cells, on the other hand, have
additional machinery as
well as genes, which is why they
can reproduce by themselves. A
virus reproduces by using a
cell-it breaks into the cell, it
uses the machinery
to
reproduce, and then the new
viruses break out, killing the
cell.
When a cancer virus infects
certain
cells,
however,
something different happens: it
merely stays inside, and its
genes after the workings of the
cell. In the whole animal, this
results in cancer. In the slightly
different conditons of a
laboratory dish it results in a
state scientists prefer to call
"transformed."
the

Virus C0,77.61/745 with
genetic, material
"transforming"ce
Everybody's got a dream lurking around
in the back of his mind. A dream WWII•
lion. A dream cottage. A dream car.
Dreams can be a lot more fun if you
know you're doing something to make
them COM. true.
And that's what the Payroll Savings
Plan is all about. When you sagn up an
amount you specify is set aside from
each paycheck and used to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds.
Now Bepda mature in tem than ail
years That's the shortest maturity
period ever, and makes Broads a practical way to save for dreams you want to
come true while you're still young
enough to grapy them

See the folks in the payroll office
where you work. They've got dreanui
for saki

,Cell multiplies
carrying virus with it.
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Now Bonds mature in less than six years.
YOU MEAN 'GIVING'. CHRISTMAS
15 THE JOY OF 6IVING

I PONT I4AVE THE
5LIG4TEST I0EA WHAT
YOU'RE TALK1N6 Aaarr!

BLONDIE
WE'RE ALL OUT,

Sur LAST NIGHT
IT WAS DELICIOUS

BUT 1 N.AD
MY' HEART
ON
PRIME RIB

ser

Researchers at The Salk
Institute have developed many
temperature-sensitive straini
of virus, determined how many
genes they have and identified
two of these genes as being
responsible for the initiation
and maintenance of the transformed state.
These temperature-sensitive
mutants are now being used in
many laboratories throughout
the world, and attempts are
continuing to determine the
precise mechanism of action of
the virus in causing malignant
transformation. It is hoped that
Such experiments will cast light
on the origins of human cancer.
One of a series provided by
The Salk Institute, San Diego,
Calif., to improve public understanding of science.)

1974 Emblem
Designed For
Bicentennial
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Kentucky Historical Events
Celebration Commission has
adopted -an official emblem for
the states 1974 bic.mtinnial
celebration, according to
Charles J. Hellman, the commission's executive director.
The emblem is in the shape of
a shield, approximately six
inches in size, with a statute of
Daniel Boone in the foreground,
flanked by a figure of a
Minuteman.
"The statute of Boone was
featured because his name is so
synonomous
with
Kentuckypioneers arid -the opening
of the West," Hellman explained. "The Minuteman
represents the type of people
who responded to the call in the
nation's fight for
independence."
The emblem emphasizes the
combined "Spirit of 74-76"
theme the commission is using,
relating the state celebration to
the national bicentennial in
1976. Also on the emblem are
the official seals of the state and
national' celebrations. The
emblem
has
a
mixed
background of blue at the top
with vertical stripes of red and
whie,
representing
the
American flag.
-We felt a celebration of this
scope had to have an official
emblem," Hellman said. "It
will serve a variety of purposes
as
a
commemorative
momento."
Kentucky's celebration will
focus on the 200th anniversary
of the founding of Fort Harrod
and the 100th running of the
Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Downs.

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

1966 RAMBLER American
station wagon, 6 cylinder
automatic. Phone 753-5889 after
5:00p.m.
D4C

BEDROOM, ONE block from
town and one block from hospital.
Adult preferred. Will rent cheap.
Phone 753-5611.
N30C

1963 'MERCURY Cornet, four
door automatic. Also 1962 Buick
Special four door. Both for sale
real cheap. Phone 753-9050. N30C

THREE BEDROOM house, plus
garage apartment for 2 college
students.
Both
available
December 1. Phone 753-3040 or -!
762-2701.
D4C

1966 DODGE Coronet, navy with
white vinyl top. Good condition. NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
N3OP carpeted and washer. If in$550.00. Phone 753-9971.
terested phone 753-1236 or 753N30C
1967 CHEVROLET custom 3184.
pickup 6 cylinder, straight shift,
ROOM
furnished
low mileage. Phone Jerry Mc- THREE
Coy, 492-8837, or after 6:00 p.m. apartment, all private. Couples
D4C only. No pets. Phone 753-1600.
753-3045.
1610 College Farm Road.
N311P
KEPT
1963
red
WELL
Volkswagen, $300.00. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM daplex, tinD4C furnished except stove an
8337.
refrigerator. Carpeted, utility
1970 OPEI, KADETT station room, central air and heat. On
wagon, 4 speed, 102 H.P., good dead end street. No pets. Phone
condition, $1295.00. Phone 753- 753-9151 days or 753-5717 nightD1C s.
3518.
N30C
1963 OLDSMOBILE in good
condition. Need to sell. Phone
Puryear, Tenn., 247-3327 or 2475487.
N30C

WE FOUNO A DEADPAN THERE,
KTICEO BY A SINGLE BLOW OR
THE GIANT?"

DAT
4. "HE MET IHM -- BUT OUR SPEARS BOUNDEP OFF HIM
sneAws.0"

FOR RENT OR LEASE

BEAM BAILEY
JANGLING
BRACELET&I
CLACKING 14C-El...'
I CAN'T &ET
ANY WORK
DONE/

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1
5
8
12
13
14

NANCY
NANCY- HOW OFTEN
HAVE YOU BEEN
FEEDING YOUR
LITTLE FISH

- EWA•
MoL Lita -

Attitude
Dance step
Mace
Chooses
Devoured
Rabbit

15 Intractable
person
17 Accuse
19 Slumber
20 Command
21 God of love
23 Speck

246
2

FIVE
TIMES
A DAY

Challenged
28 Communist
31 Ega
odricle
h ss
32 large tub

2 Semi precious
stone
3 Thoroughfai,
4 Chemical
compound
5 Equality
6 Near
7 Dry. as Atn,
8 Map
9 Pantry
10 Spur
11 Beverage
16 Footless
18 Cowl
22 Rescued
23 Substance
24 Mature
25 Church bench
27 Tattered
cloth
29 Thc sell
30 Speck
l

Lk' ABNER
ce

TI,

TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
heat and air conditioned. On
Kentucky Lake, two miles from
New Concord. $35.00 per month,
Phone 436-2427.
N30C

1967 FORD VAN. Extremely
sharp. ALSO 1967 Saab station MOBILE HOME in Coach.
wagon. Very reasonable. Phone Estates, 10x55', one bedroom.1
7674441 after 19;00 p.m.
D2C with study, natural gas, central:
heat. $75.00 per month. Phonel
1960 VOLKSWAGEN. Looks bad, 753-3855.
D1C
runs good, $100.00. Phone 4365470.
D2P THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment, central heat and air
conditioning, carpet, garbage.
WANT TO BUY
disposal lots of closets, all?!
WANT TO BUY red female Willies furnished. Can be seen at
Dachshund, AKC registered. Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
Main.
Phone 492-8646 before 6:00
D2C
p.m.
ONE BEDROOM furnished'
garage apartment. Heat fur-"
WANT TO BUY 200 bales of hay
nished. Located 411 South 8thl
delivered into barn. Phone 436Street. Available now. Couplet
2336 after 6:00 p.m.
N3OP
preferred. Phone 753-8294. DIP:

SPACIOUS FURNISHED 12'x70'
three bedroom, bath and half
railer, on private lots. Located in
Conrad Heights Subdivision,
Pottertown
Highway, approximately 212 miles east of
Murray.
Available
after
December 25. $100.00 deposit
required, $130.00 monthly plus
utilities. Phone 753-5514 after 3:30
p.m. or 753-0464 after 9:00 a.m.
for appointment.
D11NC

BACK AND FORT/4
MI6 BOLE)/ GOES,
BACK AN F0127)-1!
CAIZR',ING PAPER&„.
sus-RING AESOUT-

1972

WANT TO BUYlog sfor fireplace. FURNISHED APARTMENTr?
N30C Three rooms with
Phone 753-9520,
bath, gas heat,
furnished, $75.00. Phone 753-4723WANT TO BUY old furniture, days or 753-5263 nights. Inquire
attic junk, or anything of value. Ezell Beauty School.
TF
Phone 436-2135.
December28C
NICE THREE bedroom brick,'
WANT TO BUY nice bull, around gas heat, water furnished, car-1
11-2 to 2 years old. Prefer white peted. 11 2 miles from University,!
face. Phone 753-9673,
D1C 94 west. Phone 753-5544.
DIO
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NEW THREE bedroom bricki
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washerl
and dryer hook up, large
;150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC:
9:41
1
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,J,
living room, kitchen, bathroom'
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.
DecemberI4C

NICE ONE bedroom furnished;
LOVE BUG LIVES
apartment
with
garbage;
IN THE AMAZON
disposal, air conditioning and;
TORONTO (AP) - An ama- carpeting. Phone 753-5079.
N
teur Toronto entomologist has
returned from the Amazon
jungle with thousands of tropiNEWLY DECORATED modern),
cal insects, including one called
two bedroom house, large living
the "love bug."
Ross Holliday, president of a room, kitchen-dining space with:,
Toronto advertising agency, plenty cabinets, outlet foci
said the love beetle is quite automatic washer-dryer, central:
harmless but Amazon Indians oil heat, 2 car garage withbelieve that anyone bitten by workshop and large utility,,:;.
the beetle should make love building. Available now. Family':
within two hours or he will die. only. Phone 489-2405.
D1C
Holliday's four-man team received several insect bites
while on the month-long ex- TWO BEDROOM house, outlet
pedition but none were believed for washer and dryer, carport,
to be from the beetle
fenced in back yard. Phone 753The collection of insects also 6417.
D2C
includes samples of giant rhinoceros beetles, giant spiders,
scorpions and a variety of ONE BEDROOM trailer, 12's50',
moths which have never been electric heat. Phone 753-7856...or _
753-5998.
D2C
classified
The expedition was organized
so that insects could be brought ONE BEDROOM furnished
back and used in the study of apartment. Lots of cabinets, all
tropical diseases.
electric. Located behind Catholic
Holiday. who paid for the church, next to White Hall:
research
in
said
trip,
$10,000
Couples only. Phone 753-3805. D2C
tropical diseases is becoming
important in Canada because
house
people from northern climates NICE TWO bedrooni farm
do not have enough resistance with electric heat, bath. Garden
to diseases brought back by space, large front yard. Located
on Johnny Robertson Road..
some travellers
D2C
Holiday said ._specimens of Phone 753-4060.
the insects will be delivered to
the Insect Pathology Research HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x42'.
Institute of the federal depart- Extra nice,Near university.
ment of the environment. the Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. D2C
Royal Ontario Museum and
Various unisersities and hospitals which research trOpical
et--rr CONTROL
diseases
.
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
MONTREAL
monthly contract required:
On Nov. 12, 1775, Montreal
Exterminating ComSuperior
surrendered to the American
753phone
pany,
Army under Gen_ Richard
December5C
7266.
Montgomery.
9
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IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HOLSTEIN CALVES

1

T-ADS

FOR SALE

)

both, $50.00 each. Phone 489-2285
after 4:30p.m.
DIC
1954 CHEVROLET ,runs good.
Passed state inspection. Two
brand new tires. $60.00. Phone
753-1323 before 5:00 p.iam.
DIC

Phone
II 753-578

Murray
Nursery

Phone 489-2161
After 5:00 p.m.
.
%
zw_..ei.
_0". 01gre9-.
4o..%"q%
..' .•_-..-._-,-.... fe 0'A rdr-4._.
b..- .." %

DOUBLE SIZE roll-away bed '('WO 100 pound butane propane
with mattress, $25.00 Phone 753- tanks and connections, for
trailers, cabins, etc. Also 10
9634 after 5:30 p.m.
D5C
gallon wash kettle. Phone 4374260.
DIC
FbUR REGISTERED polled
hereford bulls. Past Year aid.
DELUXE 660 Remington power
Phone 753-3336 or see Hewlett saw,
used a few times. Good
Cooper.
D2C condition. Price $85.00. Phone
/53-1849.
DIC
12'x40' .ALL ELECTRIC mobile
home, carpeted throughout, one
TWO SETS twin size Certa Verdi
year old. Good condition. Phone
Pedic box springs, brand new.
753-5959 after 6:00 pin.
D2P Still in wrapper. Will sell one or

FOR SALE

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

- BULLS or HEIFERS
Frtml
lon Week to Weaning Age 1
For Further Informao

BEAUTIFUL
TINY
AKC
Chihuahua puppies, 6 weeks old.
Will hold till Christmas with
deposit. 340.00 and $45.00. All
colors, even fancy spotted ones.
May be seen at Loyd Bean's, 403
South 12th or phone 753-5807. D2C

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Hours:
Mon. thru
Sat. 8-5
Sunday
1-5

0%)1
‘‘3
"
de°11# ALL
FALL BULBS
% Price

KNIT SHIRTS

$8

DRESSES v
PANT SUITS /3 u"

10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
stations that can be found by
installing an FM outlet to your
existing cablevision installation.
Call Murray Cablevision, 753D14C
5005.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
420 JOHN DEERE and equipment Will trade for cows. Phone
753-7975.
N29C

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

25c each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

FOR ,hALE

TOY POODLE, 4 months old. BAI.DWIN PIANOS and organs.
White. For more information call Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
753-7991 after 4 p.ii I.
N3ONC Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
MC
AKC TOY Poodle,$45.00. Call 753COUCH AND recliner chair. Call
5984.
N30C
753-2726.
N30C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

GUTTERS-SEARS
all
aluminum seamless gutters
installed on your home by our
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
Lyles at .753-2310 for free
estimate.
D14C
REAL EStATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
10 static free FM stations are
available for your listening
pleasure. For more information
call Murray Cablevision 7535005.
Decemberl4C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'
25X¼

Rack of

SPORTSWEAR % Price
* FREE GIFT WRAP *
se Our Bank Americard and Lay-Away

1. Professional advice to price your home at correct market value.
2. Advertising that attracts attention to your home.
3. Ability to show your home and create a desire for ownership.
4. Salesmanship that enables us to sell and close the deal.
5. Knowledge of mortgage loans that will help the buyer finance.

CITY HOMES

A
MONDAY,
Gilber
SALE No. I - Selling
the remaining
u
division This suLJ
is adiacent to Ken
18 hole golf tours
SALE No. 2 - Is 54 a
and loins Kentuck
in sight of the I
struction which r
SALE LOCATION: T
fortable Grand
Gilbertsville, Ken
inspect the prope
WRITE OR CALL f
TODAY 1526-4051

HOMES OUTSIDE THE CITY
THREE OF A KIND. Take your pick of 403, 405,
or 407 South
Ilth Street. Each has two bedrooms downsta
irs and a large
upstairs, kitchen and nice living room.
STARTER PAD for the young couple. At
230 South 15th
Street. You'll find this nice two bedroom
frame home a
delightful first home. You'll love the fireplac
e on cold winter
nights. Call us for more details.
PAMPER YOUR PURSE. This 3 bedroom frame at
507 South
7th Street is off the busy streets. A great
place to raise a
family and you don't need a fortune to
start. A phone call
makes an appointment to see all of it.
GET SETTLED FOR CHRISTMAS at 301
South 15th Street.
The buyer takes possession with the deed.
It's a 3 bedroom
brick with a garage and large utility room.
We'll be glad to
help arrange financing for you.
SAYING IT'S A BARGAIN DOESN'T MAKE
IT SO, but if
you'll drive by 1509 Belmont, you'll see one!
Where else will
you find a beautiful home with a well
landscaped lawn, a
fenced backyard, central heat and air, 3 bedroom
s, 1 12 baths
quality home for less than $21,000?
DRIVE BY THIS CORNER AND SEE THE
HOME YOU'VE
ALWAYS WANTED! 1500 Henry Street is
the location of this
delightful 3 bedroom brick with paneled family
room, a nice
patio with a gas grill and on a wooded lot.
Compare this to
homes for $25,000.
YES, VIRGINIA THERE'S A SANTA. You
may reach him
by dialing 753-4342. He has a new listing that
will restore your
faith in Christmas. Has 3 bedrooms, 1'2
baths, large family
room, living room, fully equipped kitchen
and it's at 707
Fairlane. Give yourself a new home for
Christmas
FOUR EYES ARE BETTER THAN TWO. Bring
your wife, it
has all the eye wants. A brand new 3 bedroo
m, 2 bath, large
fully equipped kitchen, a 2 car garage and
you can be in by
Christmas. It's on South 9th Street.
ANT„EYERYTHING? Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher,
compactor, washer and dryer, plus an almost
new 3 bedroom'
brick with den that has a fireplace, 2 baths,
and plenty of
closet space. Then give us a call and we'll
take you to
Sherwood Forest.
IT'S FREE!!! Our time that is, to show
you this lovely 3
bedroom brick in Sherwood Forest. It's a quality
home on one
of the prettiest lots in town. It has all the
extra's too, so if
you're in the market for a new home, don't
let someone else
buy it before you have a chance.
THE UNIQUELY DIFFERENT charming home
on Dudley
Drive offers 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, large
living area, fully
equipped kitchen with separate eating area,
and a 2 car
garage. For the person that wants charm, conveni
ence, yet
the touch of something different, call and we'll
look this one
over.
• HANG YOUR CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT on
this front door,
already painted red on Kirkwood Drive. Three
bedrooms, 2
full baths, large, large, large den with fireplac
e and living
room. Extra storage space behind the house, plus two
car
carport.
COLONIAL CHARM ON DUDLEY - - Two
story brick home
with four bedrooms, 2L2 baths, large
living room, dining
room, kitchen with everything and two car
garage. Needs to
be seen to really appreciate.
LARGE HOME ON LOCUST DRIVE with
extra income
feature. Main house has four bedrooms and two baths, large
living room and kitchen. Apartment
has kitchen, one
bedroom and large living room, perfect
for the parent that
needs to live close, but not with. Investigate this
value!
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, 1.(X'ATED
in quite surroundings. Two well planned bedrooms upstairs
- - ideal for boys
who need an extra large bath. Family room
with fireplace,
living room, dining room and plenty storage
in the kitchen.
All this located on Broad Street.
.AKF. PROPERTY
-WATERFRONT CABIN with all the
goodies-boatdockfiteeplace, great view-best fishing on the lake. It
has built in
range, refrigerator, water system, 119' of water
front. Must
see to appreciate!

Edna Knight,

753491O

808 Chestnut

Pat Mobley,

753,8958

Sale

WATCH FISHER-PRICE GROW. This -lovely 3 bedroom
brick home is located on a hill overlooking their plant site.
Home is carpeted with central heat and air conditioning.
NEVER BEEN LIVED IN. $20,000 will buy it and you can
move in immediately. Buy now and be settled by Christmas.
GROVE HEIGHTS. GOOD HOME, good price. 3 bedroom
brick in real nice subdivision. Storm doors and windows,
carpets, drapes. carport, and large lot. Ideal area to raise
children.
LOVELY COMFORTABLE HOME with room for a horse or
chickens. This white brick 3 bedroom home has 5 acres of
land included in the excellent price of $21,500. House was
built in 1966 by fellow who planned to live there permanently.
Has real nice kitchen and den. Your family will like living
here. It is only about 4 miles from Kentucky Lake.
4 MILES WEST OF MURRAY. Adorable 3 bedroom brick
home with 2 baths, formal dining, den, carpets, drapes. very
modern kitchen with stove,
dishwasher, disposal.
refrigerator. Located on 1 acre of land and only 3 years old.
This home is truly a good deal at $26,900.
COUNTRY SQUIRE LIVING in this magnificent home on
Hwy. 94 East. The master bedroom has large closet,
dressing room and private bath. The large den has an impressive fireplace, kitchen is very inviting with the many
cabinets, double ovens, dishwasher, disposal, and convenience to other rooms. Rooms are all large, baths most
attractive, carpets are lovely. Home has garage parking for 4
cars. Located on 2 acres of land in a very attractive setting.
The price is much less than you can build this home for today.
Call for an appointment.
COMMERCIAL & INCOME
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON North 6th St. Lot is 100 x 185.
Building is brick with hot water radiator type heat. One
of the
best heating systems you can get. Interior walls are
plastered. This can be bought for $29,000. Look it over,
compare with todays cost of building, then buy it and count
your good fortunes for getting so much for so little.
APARTMENT HOUSE WITH 3 furnished apartme
nts.
Monthly income of $195.00 per month. Start building your
estate now. Can tie yours for $15,000.
DUPLEX ON WISWEIJ.ROAD only 2 years old. Brick,
with
little or no upkeep. Central heat and air, 2 bedrooms,
modern
kitchen with built in ranges, carpets, storm doors
and windows, and rented at the present time. Driveways
are paved
and place is in top notch shape. Price? $27,000.
MANY APARTMENTS! Lots of income!
Good price! 9
apartments, all rented and furnished. Student
s love them.
Nothing unusual to have a waiting list for
renters. You will
love them too when you count your income
each month. Come
by the office at 502 Maple for addition
al information about
this property:
ACREAGE
CYPRESS CREEK area - 15 acres on paved road
. near
Kentucky Lake-$2,500.
75 ACRES IN Southeastern Calloway County loaded with
trees. Excellent price.
INVEST IN this excellent location to have
your own hog
farm, near Pottertown on blacktop. 52 acres in
total. 20 acres
conditioned for raising hogs.
85 ACRES-In the Backusburg area. Four bedroo
m house
with good water system. Both timber and
bottom land. This
farm is well priced.
100 ACRES OF tillable land-strictly trip farm land
-available
now.
18 ACRES-200 feet outside city limits.
Approximately 350 ft.
road frontage. Call for appointent to
see . this excellent
location.
1.OTS
CHAPEL HILL - Gatesborough - Kingswo
od - Sherwood
Forrest - Dudley Street - Richland - Pine
Bluff Shores Panorama - Lakeway Shores - Cypress
Creek.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342

Beginning Dec. 1st.
9-7 Mori.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

PARK VIE

EAST "Y" MANOR. Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home with
lots of extras. Built to live in and enjoy. Located on a large lot
and only 2 years old. This neat home can be yours for onl
$19,500. Start the New Year right in your own home.

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor

Fashion Mart
Murray, Ky.

AUCTION SALE

,41, .1 ,k,,e

And We Have What It Takes To Find That Somebody!

FANCY KNIT
PANTS
Fashion Mart

LOST BRITTAINY Spaniel,
white with orange spots, no
collar. Answers to name of Britt.
Lost in vicinity of College Farm
Road and Mayfield Highway.
Phone 753-5718.
N30C

FOR SALE

PAGE FIFTEEN,

Call
753-1 9 1 6

SOMEBODY WANTS YOUR HOME

'GARAGE SALE

641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers.
Phone 753-1862 or 7539457.
December23C

FOR SALE

753-1916

• ••,,0• ••• OOOO ••••••••.,•.
•.•/,t1.

'MATCHING WASHER and
PRIVATE COLLECTION of
dryer,in perfect condition., Phone
antique clocks, originally
753-5207.
DIC
restored and in excellent running
condition. Several to choose
POODLE PUPPIES: blacks,
•Crocus
•Tulips
from. Reasonably priced from
•Hyacinths
apricots, and whites. Tiny toys
$45.00 to $95.00. Phone 753and toys. All AK(' registered.
•Narcissus
•Daffodil
9773.
D2C Will hold till Christmas. All at
special prices. Phone 753HURRY TO Bill's Mobile Homes.
6379.
D5P
12'x60', three bedrooms, new,
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols GARAGE SALE, furniture,
1972. One only at $4495.00. A lot
in Kentucky. No increase in glassware, clothing. November
full of other selections. Also used
prices. Country Boy Stores, 30 to December 2, at 1700 Miller
8' and 10'. Bill's Mobile Homes,
ALMOST ALL ANTIQUES
Army Surplus, 9 miles from Avenue.
N30C
3900 South Beltline Highway,
1 set antique china, 16
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Paducah, Kentucky, 1-443place setting, china clock,
117 and 164. Open Sunday until TWO COON dogs. Phone 7536150.
small tables, collection of
D2C
4:00 p.m.
DIC 2711.
N30C
demitasse
cups
and
saucers, hall tree, and
BOY'S SHIRTS,size 20 and small
FIBERGLASS
PANELS, REGISTERED QUARTER horse
many other small items.
mens. Boy's trousers, two boy's
national brand, factory seconds, filly. Phone 753-6486.
N30C
sport coats, size 20 and small
Sale will be held
for patios, carports, storage
men. All in excellent condition.
Saturday. Dec. 2 if weather
houses, fences, trailer skirting. T.V. ANTENNA, 40' adjustable.
Phone 753-3178 after 5:00 p.m. DI
permits. Located 4 miles
As lovi. as 8 cents per square foot. Phone 753-0857.
N3OP
south on the Concord Hwy.
Three colors Number One
at the Mason Canady
paneling, $2.85 per sheet. New SCHULT MOBILE home, fully
residents. Watch for sign.
TREES: SHADE and orand used money safes, frorni furnished, with washer, dryer
namental. Silver maple,$1.00 and
$40.00 to $100.00 each. Plexiglass and air conditioner. Located in
'up. Canoe or white paper birch, WARM MORNING coal stove.
for storm doors and windows and Fox Meadows. Phone 753-4001
$2.00 and $1.50. White birch Wizard 15 cubic foot home
combine cabs, 50 cents per after 6:00 p.m.
N30C
clump. $1.50 to $2.00 per stem. freezer. Phone 753-9598.
N3OP square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
Black walnut seedlings, 50 cents
St Merchandise, open 6 days a YOUR LOT,. Set up. 1971 Fleeteach. Phone 753-8467.
DIP ONE GELDING riding horse And week.,Phone 901-5872420.
DIC wood. double wide mobile home,
one registered quarter horse
-24106O.- Applismees 1ur44,41u4.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x47', two mate, seven years old, grand5' BUSHHOG, pull type on 15" central heat and air. $9,800.00.
bedrooms, air conditioned, un- daughter of Hank H. Also saddles wheels.
Phone 437-4260.
DIC Phone 753-7645.
04C
derpenned, older model, but very and bridles. Phone 436-2113 after
clean. Located Shady Oaks 5:00p.m.
D4C 1964 BUICK SaSabre, runs good,
Trailer Court. Phone 753New Shipment!!
$200.00 or will trade. 1965
8934.
D6C AM-FM STEREO. 1970 dark Chrysler
Newport.
Good
walnut cabinet style with AM-FM mechanical conditio
n, $225.00.
BOY'S SPORT jackets, size 8-16 radio. Call 753-3307 after 5:00
1960 Chevrolet, $75.00. Washer
Good condition. Phone 753p.m.
N30C and dryer, $150.00. Rotor tiller,
1388.
D2C
$100.00. Phone 436-2458 or 43620 FULL BODIED, extra large 5506.
1960-6 CYLINDER Ford "2 ton goose decoys. Also, 357 magnum
pickup. 1-one horse trailer, each Colt pistol. Call 7534995.
N313C HANDMADE
BARBIE and Ken
808 Chestnut
good. Reasonable. Green 0
doll clothes, price 50 cents to
Wilson, phone 753-3536.
D2C MUST SELL late model 25 foot $2.00.
Excellent Christmas
Murray, Ky.
travel trailer. Self contained, full present. Phone 753-7422 after
5:00
ANTIQUE BRASS beds. Phooe bath,
complete bedroom, car- p.m.
D2NC
Paducah 1442-3116,
D2C peted. Everything deluxe.
Tandem wheels. Will sacrifice. LIVING ROOM suite, bedroom JUST IN time for Christmas!
PIANO, UPRIGHT, Cameo, Apply
Holiday Motel, U.S. 641 suite,
sewing Cuddly Apricot Toy Poodles, AKcarpeting,
small size, $275.00. 1953 GMC
C Registered, 6 weeks old. 1
South, Room 103. No phone
reducing machine,
machine,
ton truck, 3125.00. Electric fence calls.
household items. male,2females. Special Reduced
toys
other
DIP
and
charger withitst, $20.00. 2 wheel
N3OP
TFC price. Phone 753-6690.
Phone 753-9227.
trailer, $50.00. 2 wheel trailer USED
BALDWIN Spinet piano.
chassis,$7.50. Phone 489Used Baldwin organ. Used
2595.
D2C Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
VA LOANS,no down payment for Post Office,
Paris,Tenn.
DR'
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to Be gentile, be kind, to that exClarks River Bridge on Beltline. pensive carpet, clean with Blue
Reg.
NOW
Bank financing on spot. Bill's Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
110.00
Mobile Homes, 3900 South $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., Center.
02C
443-6150.
D2C
Rack Of
NOW IN Murray. Seamless
LOST & FOUND
guttering at a reasonable
753-8992
LOST: BLACK female dog, part price.Phone 753-8407 or
and
estimates. Financing
retriever with long hair. Phone for free
DiNC
availabl
e.
753-5753;
D1C
LOST BLACK calf, weighing
about 350 pounds, about 5 miles
east on Highway 94. Phone Leroy
Todd 753-9198 or 753-8943.
N301'

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Company

* Growing To Serve You
-* Free Landscape Design
& Estimate

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 30, 1972

C. Bailey Hendricks

WILL DO papering a
First class work. Fr
Phone Bill, 753-0961.
WILL DO babysittin
and nights. Phone 753WILL DO family coa
Phone 436-5680 after 4
N3OP
KELLY'S TERM!
Control, phone 753-39
13th Street. "Ever
Jelay lets bugs have
- way.•*
PIANO TUNING
Craftsman P.T.G.
Cain( collect) Padu
't 4636
47..
.
WN
111rMALL

h EL
4th
7
RADIO, TELE
,
SMALL APP
SALES 8 SE
SPECIALIZING IN
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Heating-Air Con
-fiOties service.
2376.

GENERAL HO
Installation or rew
big or too small.
436-2159, Jim.

FREE E'STIMA
installation. Phon
GENERAL HO
inside paintin
Free estimate. P
5173.
FOR THE fin
reception,
Cablevision. 10
stations are av
listening pleasu
Cablevision 7
NOW IN Mu
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Phone 752-84070
estimates. Fina
available.
JOHN'S RE
Plumbing-elect
carpentry. Pho
753-7625 nights
BULLDOZER
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or 354-8161 afte
PIANO
T
rebuilding.
vice. 15 years
pianos for
Murray, Ken
8911.
SEPTIC TA
hoe work.
753-5913

Associates home phone
liOn Talent

SERVICES 0

WILL KEEP
home, $3.00
week. Phone

753 1607
753-7638

YOUNG'S'S
We clean
traps, all
disposals.
7048.

HER
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

••••
••

eo reception.
stations are
ur listening
e information
ision 753December14C
FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View°

THREE BEDROOM Brick,
electric heat, fully draped, fully
carpeted. Phone 753-5227.
TFC

AUCTION
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11 - 1 P.M.
Gilbertsville, Kentucky

DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL

BY OWNER: Three bedroom
brick home, two baths, livingdining room combination, kitchen-family room combination,
central heat and air, carpeted,
fenced in back yard with trees
and shrubs, corner lot.Phone 7539439.
D4C

COMMITTEE

SALE No. I - Selling as one unit, 99 one half acre lots, which is
the remaining unsold portion of Park View Manor Subdivision This sul.iivision is 2 mile from Kentucky
Dam and
is adiacent to KenBar Resort and the famous Kentucky
Lake
18 hole golf course.
SALE No. 2 - Is 54 acres on Highway 62 with 793 feet frontage
and loins Kentucky Dam Village Airport, Holiday Inn, and is
in sight of the Interstate 24 Interchange
now under con,
slruction which runs from Nashville to St Louis
SALE LOCATION: This will be a sit down auction in the corn.
fortable Grand Rivers Room of the Ken Bar Resort,
Gilbertsville, Kentucky_ Come early, spend the night, and
inspect the property!
WRITE OR CALL for DETAILED BROCHURE and MAPS
TODAY (326-4051)

•••
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NOTICE

GEORGE M. KURTZ
Sturgis. Ky 333-5549
SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO papering and painting.
First class work. Free estimate.
Phone Bill, 753-0961.
D4P
WILL DO babysitting weekends
and nights. Phone 753-9761. N3OP
WILL DO family coats of arms.
Phone 436-5680 after 4:00p.m.
N3OP
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
a way."
TFC
PIANO TUNING. Registered
Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
Cain I collect) Paducah 554,, 4636
Decemberl2C

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
December 2, 1:00 p.m. at Bazzell
Grocery in Coldwater, Ky.
Postponed last Saturday due to
bad weather. This is the second
big Army surplus auction to be
held in this location. There will be
Army clothes of all kinds, pants,
shoes, boots, shirts, combat
jackets, socks, raincoats, gloves,
and anything you could mention.
There will be tools of all kinds,
also tarpaulins, tents, and some
antique items.
Food and drinks will be served.
Come dressed for cold weather.
Sale conducted by Otto Chester's
Auction Service, with Dan Miller,
apprentice auctioneer. For information phone 435-4042, Lynn
Grove,or 489-2375. "It pays to sell
the Chester Way."
N30C

ESTATE AUCTION, Saturday,
Dec. 2, 10 a.m., rain or shine, on
highway between Kirksey and
Baptist Church. Will offer the late
Mrs. Lillie Pierce home. Two
large front rooms, bathroom with
shower, dining room and kitchen
combined, front porch, outSTONE'S RESIDENTIAL buildings and gardens. Near
Heating-Air Conditioning. 24 church of choice, .school and
stores. This property sells
service. Phone436N3OP through Mr Owen 81111TIgtoli-,
=76.
agent for Strout Realty Co.
Also will sell household goods,
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. electric stoves and refrigerator,
Installation or rework. No job too Singer sewing machine I elecbig or too small. Call for'estimate tric ), antique iron bed t very
436-2159, Jim.
January4P rare), marble top dresser, quilts,
blankets, towels, linens (all
freshly laundered), TV, 16 new
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank quilt tops Ivery nice), 3 pracinstallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC tically new 110 and 220 heaters,
radio, 2 trunks, sewing box,
GENERAL HOME repairing and picture frame, pie safe, Ashley.
inside painting. Reasonable. wood & oil heaters, dishes, 3
pieces depression glass, cooking
Free estimate. Phone 435tools and
D1C utensils, hand
5173.
miscellaneous items. Paul and
Fred Pierce, co-administrators.
FOR THE finest FM stereo Douglas Shoemaker, associate of
reception,
subscribe
to Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
Cablevision. 10 static free FM Co., in charge of sale. Will sell
stations are available for your inside.
N30C
listening pleasure. Call Murray
HELP WANTED
Cablevision 753-5005.
D14C
MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
307 N. 4th 753-6091
RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

NOW IN Murray. 'Seamless
guttering at a reasonable price.
Phone 753-8407 or 753-8992 for free
estimates. Financing
available.
D4NC

JOE DORAN/
SINGS and PLAYS
In The Back Dining Room
of the

Triangle Inn
Saturday Evening
2 Shows . . .
6 to 7 and 8 to 9 p.m.

Land Surveyor
Local engineering firm
has opening for qualified
person having experience
in land surveying field as
Rodinan-Chainman. Phone
753-8050 or send Resume to
P.O. Box 422 Murray, Ky.
42071

THREE BEDROOM brick,
carpeted living room, den, two
baths, kitchen with built-ins,
carport, utility room, outside
storage building, air conditioned.
On Covey Drive. Phone 753D4P
8126.
BY OWNER: Five adjoining lots
on Kentucky Lake, off Route 121,
14 miles from Murray. Near boat
dock and restaurant. Give away
price,$300.00. Phone 436D4C
2376.
'BY OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Midle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
storage, space for washer and
dryer. Phone 436-5580.
N30C

90 ACRE FARM with house and
outbuildings. Creek bottom farm
NOW IN Murray. Seamleds with 60 acres tendable. Located
guttering at a reasonable price about 41 2 miles west of Kirksey
Phone 7534407 or 753-8992 for free Phone 753-1446 after 6:00 p.m. D5estimates. Financing
Arrived at
available.
D4NC 40
ACRE farm including 35 acres
of cropland. pond, barn. Located
about 1 2 mile west of New
Gourmet food at Piggy Bank
Prices. 10 a m. to 2 p.m.,
Providence. This farm can
Monday thru Friday. Meat, 3
provide a high return on your
Chestnut
vegetables and roll. $3.15,
Investment. Interested? Call us.
Irlongle Inn
West of Murray. A five
753-4953
icaTatif-TrOust.
building now being used as a
grocery store plus grocery stock
li:161001104WILICW6W.i.,
plus one acre of land on Hwy. 94.
All this for only $22,000.00.
Cypress Creek area. A place
with Kentucky Lake at your front
door. Three bedroom masonary
constructed, one acre of land
I property goes down to the 375'
cont(,ur), good well, on private
at Aurora, Kentucky
road only 1.2 mile off blacktop.
Only $23,950.00.
100 acres, completely wooded,
only one mile from lake. A low
price for land this close to the
lake.
Fresh Kentucky Lake
John C. Neubauer Real Estate,
208 South 4th Street, Murray, Ky.,
753-0101. John C. Neubauer,
Broker,
753-7531.
Robert
Rodgers,Salesman,753-7116. DIC

BAGGIES
Have

Fashion Mart
808

...• %%%%%%
KY. LAKE LODGE ';
RESTAURANT
;

WILL BE OPEN

THROUGH DECEMBER
Serving . .

Catfish
Prime Steaks
Sea Foods
Country Ham
Fried Chicken
Plate Lunches

NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitudeinterviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TFC

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp NEEDED Experienced lady to
753-5933
TFC houseclean in morning for two or
three hours day. Come to 603
WILL KEEP small child in my South 11th Steeet for inhome, $3.00 a day, or $15.00 a terview,
N30C
week. Phone 753-7694.
D2C
LADIES WANTED to gather
information for new city direcYOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. tory by house to house canvas.
We clean septic tanks, grease
$1.60 per hoer guaranteed. Reply
traps, all kinds of waste giving
name, age, address and
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247- telephone number to P.O. Box
327048.
December21C U, Murray, Ky.
December4C

....753 1607

/•/

FOR SALE
At New Concord, five
bedroom, brick Veneer
house, all electric, insulated, air-conditioned,
wall to wall carpeting,
carport, garage, utility,
Priced to Sell, Call for
appointment,
Gardie Jones
436-2353

.

17.e4A A444.4
NOTICE

PIANO
TUNING-Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753December28C
8911.

•

KURT IC

AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

svvood - Sherwood
ne Bluff Shores Creek.

/11.
•
/

I, H.,4, Hat 1_,S1
,•••••••
,
1
C
44 • r•HHH fe•Iwo S.d$4 HIH

11-30

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

arm land-available

/to/

Owner:
PARK VIEW MANOR SUBDIVISION
Sale conducted by

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ANTIQUE BRICK two level
home, walkout basement, four
bedrooms, two baths, large
family room, garage, paved
drive, trees and shrubs.
Available February. Phone 753._
8731.
- .D2C

and

Sandwiches
GAMMA GAMMA Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi proudly announces that they are receiving
appointments for Santa again
th,is,year. If you would like Santa
('taus to visit your home or party,
(all 753-2591 after 5:30p.m, D2C

MUSIC

Musk Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and bend
instruments .1 8. B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 7537575.

Pianos-Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitrer than any other
piano Sales-Service-Rental
purchase. Practice piano and
studios _NIB Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

2 ACRES PLUS house. 121 2
miles, Murray-South. Remodeled
with paneling and carpet.
Electric wall heat and fireplace.
$8,200. John Randolph Realty,
753-8382, Keith Hays 4892488.
ED2C

FOR LEASE

Take Over
Lease
On two bedroom apartment
at 108-B Williams Avenue.
$110.00 per month plus
utilities. tease expires in
June and couple will leave
deposit. Apartment has
central heat and air, builtin stove and carpet.
A great opportunity for
couple or couple with one
child, or even new coming
college students. Phone
489-2365 after' 400 p.m.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WE NEED NEW LISTINGS
of
ALL TYPES OF PROPERTY
200 ACRES OF LAND, located approximately 11 miles Southeast of Murray. Has approximately 62 acres in Kentucky,the balance in Tennessee. Priced at $150 per acre.
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood Estates. Due for completion shortly
after the first of the year, this house will have 11
/
2 ceramic baths, central heat and air, wall
to wall carpeting, enclosed garage, kitchen built-ins, 108'x188' lot, city water. Floor plan
includes a large living room,kitchen-family room combination, utility room.
4-BEDROOMS IN A COMPACT arrangement of a mobile home and a frame house, located
on Irvin Cobb Road, approximately 6 miles from Murray. Situated on a one acre lot that is
fenced on three sides. Brand new pump and an 85' well. Priced at only $10,000.
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - Three bedroom brick home at 1615 Locust
Drive. Has a living room, large kitchen-family room, utility room, 11
/
2 baths, carport,
central air conditioning, garbage disposer, kitchen range, refrigerator, draperies and some
carpeting.
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM,approximately 9 miles Southeast of Murray, on Ky. 614. 45 acres
of tillable land, good well, 4-stall stock barn, some new fencing, pond, running water year
around, numerous good building sites on the seven tenths mile blacktop frontage. Less than
$200 ,acre.
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SITES near the Henry-Calloway Recreation Club. Owner will
sell any size tract you desire.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home at 516 South Ilth Street. Has hardwood
floors and carpeting, central air conditioning, built-in range, oven, hood and dishwasher, 2
baths, carport, utility room large enough for a fourth bedroom, 14'x30' outside storage
building.
/
2 acre tract of land, located 2 miles Southeast of
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 41
Murray on Hwy. 121. Has a built-in range, double oven and hood, dishwasher, enclosed back
porch,separate garage, city water, 455 ft. frontage on the blacktop.
$3,000 FOR THE RESIDENTIAI.building site on Hwy. 121, approximately 3 miles Southeast
of Murray. Water supply already on the property.
UNDER CONSTRUCTION in Fairview Acres Subdivision. A 3-bedroom brick home with a
kitchen-family room combination,living room, utility room, 11
/
2ceramic baths, central heat
and air, wall to wall carpeting, built-in range, oven and hood, enclosed garage, private
water supply and a 128'x256' lot.
EXECUTIVE TYPE 4-BEDROOM HOME of brick and cedar shingles, located in Canterbury Estates. This fine home, of French architecture, has a large entrance hall, open
staircase, living room, dining room, kitchen, family room with a fireplace, 21
/
2 ceramic
baths, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, built-in range, oven, hood, dishwasher,
disposal, patio. double garage, large lot.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision. Has central heat
and air. hardwood floors, large ceramic bath, sliding glass doors to the backyard, kitchen
built-ins,enclosed garage, outside storage shed, 108'x188' lot, city water.
FULLY RENTED FRAME DUPLEX at 506 Pine Street. Has new carpeting and vinyl
flooring throughout. Provides an excellent rate of return on a modest investment.
$8,000 IS THE FULL PRICE for a completely remodeled 4-room frame home with
aluminum siding. The interior has been paneled and carpeted throughout. Available irnmediately.
148'x600' WOODED BUILDING SITE FOR only $3,500. Located just 3/
1
2 miles West of
Murray,this lot is in a restricted area to protect the investment a new home would involve'.
The contour of the land would make an ideal setting for a split level type home with a walkout basement.
"-IMMEDtATE-PtASESSLOIS....,14..o. Iledroom brick home at 306 South 15th Street. Has a
living room,family room,kitchen-dining area,bath,.titillWitewn,wall tcrivall earpeting,air
conditioner, kitchen range, refrigerator, draperies, attractive landscaping.
$1,500 FOR A WOODED LOT,140'x198', near the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom frame house, 30 acres of tillable land, 2 stock barns
I acated on a private road, just North of Faxon School
RECENTLY REMODELED five room frame house on a one acre lot, just South of Hazel.
Ky. Has several fruit trees in the yard. Priced at $6,500 but will sell for $5,500 and keep 12
acre.
JUST COMPLETED3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Puryear Heights Subdivision. Has 112
ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, built-in range, oven and hood,
kitchen-family room combination, carport, living room, 100'x212' lot. Financing assistance
available.
SMALL BUSINESS - Owners have more business than their health will allow. Will sell the
property separately or will sell stock, fixtures, property and instructions to the new owners.
APARTMENT AND MOBILE HOME RENTAL UNITS, located on Hwy. 121, just one mile
Southeast of Murray. A modest downpayment will allow this place to pay for itself in less
than 5 years. Even sooner with some slight modifications. Owners have too many irons in
the fire at present.
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY - Six 6) acres of land, just South of Hazel, on US-641. Good
highway frontage and railroad frontage.
NEAR DOWNTOWN - A recently remodeled 3-bedroom brick home, at 112 North 7th Street,
has 1'2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, disposal and a full basment. The main
floor has a living room, kitchen-dining room, bath and one bedroom. The second floor has
two additional bedrooms and a half-bath.
CHOICE OF 5 RESIDENTIAL building lots or mobile home sites. These lots average
almost a full acre and have good highway frontage on US-641. Financing terms to suit every
buyer.
TEN ACRE TRACT of land. located 21 2 miles Southwest of Hazel. Priced at $5,000.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc
4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Fulton E Young, 753-4946
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENT KY AND TENNESSEE A l'I'llOX I hl ATE1 At 20 acres of
LYNN GROVE house and lot. 3 weeded land, 12 miles from
bedroom brick. CCarpeted. Murray, one mile from lake.
large utility. John Randolph Gi)ed _ investment. $4,000.00.
Realty, 753-8382 or 989-2488. D2C Ple(ne 436e2458.
D1C

NEWLY DECORATED two
bedroom air conditioned house,
at 600 Broad Street. Under
$8,000.00. Phone 73-6148 after
4:30 p.m.
N3ONC

Kentucky Roundup
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP i—Heavy fog caused a series of chainreaction auto accidents Wednesday at the McCracken-Livingston
('ounty line which closed U.S. 60 about four hours. Officers said at
least:n cars were involved, but there were just two injured, who
were treated and released.
The pile-up occurred on the icy pavement of the Tennessee
River bridge and its approaches.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP)—A former president of the Kentucky
Dental Association, Dr. John L. Walker Sr., died Wednesday at
the age of 73.
He was 4a graduate and former faculty member of the
University of Louisville School of Dentistry, and received the
dental association's Distinguished Award in 1968.
He was a member of the Kentucky Advisory Committee to the
Selective Service System during the Korean War.
—
. ASHLAND. Ky. AP—The Greater Kentucky Corp. of Ashland
has filed suit in U.S. District Court at Catlettsburg asking for
$875.400 in damages and an injunction against King's Internation
Corpt., of Louisville. and four officers.
The Ashland corporation charges a violatton of anti-trust laws,
and seeks triple damages on the campany s claims.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API—The Kentucky Commonwealth's
Attorneys Association plans to convene here Dec. 7-9.
The new state public defender, Anthony B. Wilhoit, an Charles
A. Donelan, inspector in the Washington office of the FBI, are
among the participants of the meeting

World News Briefs
SAIGON ( AP) — No Americans were reported killed in
Vietnam last week, but three
were missing or captured, the
U.S. Command reported today.
It was the first weekly casualty
•
summary without fatalities
since January 1965, when the
United States was just beginning its massive troop buildup.
Another 11 Americans' were
wounded.
Ground fighting was light
today as Communist forces
made their smallest number of
attacks in South Vietnam in
two months. The Saigon command said there were 49 enemy
attacks and most were smallscale.
More than a score of U.S. 852
bombers pounded the demilitarized zone, keeping up the
campaign to cut supplies to the
North Vietnamese troops below
the border.
—
WASHINGTON
( API
There is no plan now for a
meeting between President Nixon and South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu, but the
White House has left open the
possibility of such a summit
conference "sometime in the
future."
Nixon met for 212 hours Wednesday with Nguyen Phu Duc,
-PrelideriTThietrs personal-representative, for a first-hand account of Saigon's view of the effort to reach a Vietnam settlement. The South Vietnamese

requested the meeting. It was
originally scheduled to last one
hour. The White House refused
to disclose the substance of the
talks.
WASHINCTON'( API --.--.President Nixon is expected to announce more top-level administrative personnel changes today
before he departs for a weekend stay in Florida.
He also scheduled a budget
conference to continue his efforts to trim fiscal 1973 spending to $250 billion and to hold
the line . against rising costs in
the 1974 budget.
Wednesday, Nixon announced
a new secretary of labor, Peter
J. Brennan, 54-year-old leader
of a New York building and
construction trades council and
a lifelong Democrat. Brennan
first came to Nixon's attention
in 1970 when he led a mass
march of hard-hat workers in
New York City to support Nixon's Vietnam policies.
DUBLIN (API — The Provisional wing of the Irish Republican Army sought a ceasefire in Northern Ireland three
times in the last two weeks, but
the British turned them down,
informed sources reported
today.The_report came amid more
violence in the Brita provmce
and growing fears that the
guerrillas planned a similar
terror campaign in the Irish
Republic.

People in The News
WASHINGTON AP)--Julie Nixon Eisenhower has flown to
Barcelona.Spain,for a rendezvous with her young husband.
The White House disclosed Wednesday that the President's
daughter flew to Spain by commercial airliner Tuesday night to
join Lt. J.G. David Eisenhower. whose Navy ship is in port a
Barcelona.
Julie was in Barcelona in mid-October for a week when David's
ship was there last.
A spokesman said Julie was expected to stay in Spain for about
a week this time. too.
TOPEKA. Kan. IA-Pi—Alf Landon, the former Kansas
governor and 1936 Republican presidential nominee, is in Stormont-Vail Hospital here for a general medical checkup.
A hospital spokesman said Wednesday that Landon, who was
admitted Tuesday. also was being treated for a pinched, nerve
which has been bothering him in recent months.
The condition of the 85-year-old Landon was listed as good.
Memphis, Tenn. ( API—The wife of Academy award winning
entertainer Isaac Hayes has won a divorce and a large property
settlement.
The settlement calls for a $15,000 payment to Emily Ruth
Hayes, 24, within 15 days and $40,000 a year in alimony and child
support. Mrs. Hayes also won custody of the couple's 6-year-old
son and two daughters. ages 4 and 2.
The couple married in 1966 and separated in 1971.
Hayes, 30. did not appear at the hearing Wednesday.
Chancellor Robert A. Hoffman granted the divroce, on grounds
of cruel and inhuman treatment.
Mrs. Hayes was granted two homes and two pieces of rental
property, all in Memphis, two automobiles and private school
tuition for the children.
Hayes won child visitation rights. the Memphis home wbere
his mother lives, and two items from the couple's home- -a file
cabinet and a stuffed fish.
NATCHF.Z. Miss. ( AP i—Former astronaut James B. Irwin,
who has flown to the moon and back, had some problems getting
back to ground level in an elevators.
Irwin. here on a business trip, spoke to a civic group Wednesday
on the eighth floor of the Eola Hotel. As he and some companions
tried to leave, the elevator would not move.
Irwin and a group of businessman had to walk down eight
flights of stairs.
BUCHAREST, Romania (AP President Niclae Ceausescu
has received - a group of U.S. senators headed by Stuart
Symington, 1)-Mo.
The news agency Agerpres described the meeting Wednesday
as having "passed in-an atmosphere of warm cordiality."
Agerpres said American-Romanian relations were reviewed
and both sides expressed the wish to expand and deepen
cooperation on many levels

1
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Committee Puts Off Action On
County Home-Rule Legislation

Final Rites Held
Today At Chapel
For Roy Johnston
The funeral for Roy Johnston
will be held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev.
John Jones officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Prentice
John
Douglas,
Burkeen, James Burkeen, Joe
Green, Leroy Downing, and
Jim Edd McDaniel.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the - BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Johnston, age 90, succumbed
Monday at six p.m. at the
Middlebelt Nursing Home,
Detroit, Mich., where he had
resided since 1969 after the
death of his wife, Mrs. Cora
Johnston, in April 1968. He was
a member of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church where he served on the
Official Board and taught an
Adult Class from 1954 to 1969.
The former Calloway man
was born February 23, 1882, in
Marshall County and was the
son of the late William Johnston
and Sarah Wyatt Johnston.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Ewin ( Patricia ) Winchester of Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Earl ( Exa Burkeen of Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. Elvin
( Reagan) McDanie, of Madison
Heights, Mich., and Mrs.
Leemon( Miladean)Downing of
Brewers; ten grandchildren;
thirty-two great grandchildren;
nine great great grandchildren.

al revenue-sharing.
formation on the .natter first.
When Rep. Bruce Blythe, R- In particular, they wanted to
Louisville, first made the !no- see the pleadings filed in Jeftion asking Ford to call a spe- ferson Circuit Court in a suit,
cial session, committee chair- challenging the law and also
man William Kenton, D-Lexing- wanted to determine how other
ton, ruled it was out of order. county governments were interHe said that state spending of preting the law.
its revenue-sharing money was
The committee indicated it
under'the jurisdiction of the would take up the matter again
Appropriations and Revenue at its January meeting, by
Committee, not his panel on which time it expected to have
cities.
the data the members wanted.
But Rep. Frank Quickert, DSen. Nicholas Baker,0-LouisLouisville, appealed that ruling ville, suggested that the legislaand succeeded in having it tors wait until the courts rule
overturned, on a vote of 10-9.
on the matter and then "if they
Blythe maintained there was tell us we've created a Frank"a crying need" to have the enstein, then we can repeal it."
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, 0money start being used for
many state programs. He ob- Bowling Green, asked "what is
jected to Ford's decision to put- the compelling haste when no
ting the money into a trust fund action can be taken (to repeal
until the 1974 General Assembly the law ) until the General AsMrs. Helen Goheen of Benton can allocate it.
sembly meets in 1974?"
Route Five died Wednesday at
Quicken said one reason for
But Sen. Danny Yocom, D2:30p.m. at the Western Baptist Louisville, and
some others haste was that county governHospital, Paducah. She was 54 cautioned that it was better not ments now were enacting ordiyears of age and her death was to rush into spending
the mon- nances under the home-rule law
due to a heart condition.
ey unwisely. He noted such has- 'which in turn would be quesThe deceased was a member ty spending might end up
vio- tioned later if the law were
of the Olive Baptist Church. She lating federal guidelines,
which thrown out. He indicated the
was born June 16, 1918, and was could result in
future cuts in counties might be more hesithe daughter of the late Ruben Kentucky's share.
tant to act under the law if
Mathis and Elta Cathy Mathis,
The issue of the county home they thought it was likely to be
with the latter only passing rule law was brought
up by repealed.
away in September of this year. Quickert, who cited
On another matter, the comnews acSurvivors are her husband, counts as saying
the law mittee approved a recommenArthur Goheen of Benton Route usurped the powers of cities.
dation by one of its subcomFive; two sisters, Mrs. 0. T.
Quicken at first moved that mittees to seek to hold hearings
(Georgia) Causey of Murray the committee
approve the around the state on planning
Route One and Mrs. Thomas L. drafting of a bill
for prefiling and zoning laws. The com(Myrtle) Wyatt of Murray by the committee
which would mittee asked the Legislative
Route Six; one brother, Douglas repeal the entire
home rule Research Conunission to apMathis of Benton Route Five.
prove such hearings.
Funeral services will be held
Sen. Danny Yocom, 0-LouisHe later withdrew that moFriday at one p.m. at the chapel tion 'when
Word has been received ot the
several members ville, who was chairman of that
of the [Ann Funeral Home, said they
would like further in- subcommittee, said the panel death of Taster Cunningham of
Benton, with Rev. Clifton
felt that many zoning laws "or laPuente, California, son of
Dexter and Rev. Eura Mathis
the use of them" around the Mr. and Mrs. Claude Cunofficiating.
state- were not responsive to the ningham of Murray Route Four.
Interment will be in the Utley
Cunningham, age 57, died
wishes-of the general public.
Cemetery
with
the
The reason for having the suddenly there on Wednesday
arrangements by the Linn
Graveside rites for Mrs. Mary hearings, he said, would be to at four a.m.
Funeral Hothe, Benton, where Gladys Holland were held help make the legislators
Survivors include his wife,
refriends may call.
Wednesday at four p.m. at the sponsive to the public on that Mrs. Rose Marie Cunningham
Murray Cemetery with Dr. matter.
and two children of LaPauente,
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., ofAnother subcommittee rec- Calif.; his parents, Mr. and
ficiating.
ommended that the committee Mrs. Cunningham; three
Pallbearers were Richard act favorably on a bill to in- sisters, Mrs. Luther ( Estelle)
Lassiter, T. Sledd, Dick Bid- crease occupational disability Gooch and Mrs. Esther Gooch,
well, Frankie Shroat, Ronald benefits and on another to al- both of Murray Route Four, and
Churchill,and Frank Ryan. The low public employes to hold Mrs. Rudy ( Lillie Mae)
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home elective office provided they Wilkinson of Mt. Clemens,
charge
News has been received of the had
the take a leave of absence from
of
Mich.; two brothers, Cleon
death of Mrs. Mamie H. Ed- arrangements.
their regular job during that Cunningham of Loen Oak and
Mrs. Holland,former resident period. Laws to both those ef- W.M. Cunningham of Nashville,
mondson, 94, a former resident
of Murray, in Eatonton, Ga., of Murray, died Wednesday at fects were introduced in the Tenn.
three a.m. at the Crittendon 1972 session but failed to make
Tuesday.
Funeral and burial services
She died at Putnam General Hospital, West Memphis, Ark. it through both houses.
will be held in LaPuente, Calif.
I. wasAlLdaug_hter ut_the late
ospital-- -after—having - been
i
hospitalized several days and C.M. Hood and FlOrerceWoodall Hood, and the wife of
undergoing surgery.
Her son, the late Lou H. Everett G. Holland who died in
Edmondson, was managing 1945. Her membership was at
editor of the Murray State the First United
Methodist
Alumnus magazine, until the Church, Murray.
The deceased is survived by
time of his death August 9 of this
one daughter, Mrs. William
year.
PARIS (AP) — The United earlier. We worked hard to
She lived with him at 1655 ( Maude ) Steuli of Memphis,
States
pledged today that Presi- bring this about, but the issues
College Terrace Drive here Tenn.; one granddaughter,
Nixon
dent
will not permit any in this long conflict are comMrs.
W.J.
(Gladys)
Wright
and
until his death and then
avoidable
delay
in ending the plex, as all recognize, and can
two
great
grandchildren, all of
returned to the family home in
neither be dismissed nor disEarle, Ark.; one sister, Mrs. Vietnam war.
Eatonton.
torted.
rejected
again
SaiHanoi
But
Garnett
(Sadie
Nell)
Jones
of
- Graveside services for Mrs.
"We reiterate to you our
Edmondson, who is survived by Murray; several nieces and gon's demands for a pullout of president's firm intention to
troops
two grandsons, will be at 11 nephews including Mrs. Ed all North Vietnamese
and charged that the United permit no avoidable delay in
a.m. Saturday, in the Pine West of Murray
had broken faith by not ending this war and entering a
States
Grove Cemetery in Eatonton.
signing the draft peace agree- period of peace and reconstrucHer body will be at the Vining
tion."
ment.
Funeral Home until the funeral
In an apparent reference to
Ambassador William J.
U.S.
hour.
secret talks between Henry
the
Porter told the 168th weekly
Kissinger and Le Duc Tho,
session of the Paris peace A.
this present
talks: "We had hoped, as you Porter said, "In
respect
should
we
then,
phase
,know, to reach an agreement
each other's problems and concerns, and we should have faith
Ben D. Cox, was claimed by
that the serious purpose demondeath Wednesday at two a.m, at
strated and the major progress
the Murray-Calloway County
achieved will lead at an early
Hospital. He was 83 years of
date to a mutually satisfactory
age.
final result."
The deceased, retired railway
Death claimed Mrs. Melissa
Services for Mrs. Garva M.
But Nguyen Binh Vy of North
employee, formerly of Sullivan,
Doxsee of 1713 Keeneland
Street 'Vietnam told the .meeting the
Mo., was preceded in death by Gatlin of 401 North 16th
Drive, Murray, this morning at
his wife, Mrs. Lela Frances will be held at the graveside at United State, "at variance with
6:35 at the Westview Nursing
Murray Memorial Gardens on its statements. ...
has
Lampkins, Cox, in 1966.
Home. She was 79 years of age.
Cox was a member of the Friday at 3:30 p.m. with Rev. 'breached faith and refused to
The deceased was born May
officiating.
Richard Walker
sign exactly on Oct. 31 the
11, 1893, in Coal Valley, Ill., and Maplewood Baptist Church in
The Max Churchill Funeral agreement which has been
St. Louis, Mo. He was born July
was the daughter of the late
30, 1889, in Henry County, Home has charge of the reached. Furthermore it has
Austin Hancock and Mary Jane
Tenn., and was the son of the arrangements and friends may demanded modifications in the
Jeffrey Hancock
text of the agreement."
late George Cox and Fannie call there.
Mrs. Doxsee is survived by Byars
Mrs. Gatlin died Wednesday
Vy declared, "We reject all
Cox.
three sons, Charles Doxsee of
The survivors include five at 8:35 a.m. at the Murray- allegation that 'North Vietnam
Murray, Marion Doxsee of
daughters, Mrs. Thelma Ross of Calloway County Hospital after has made an aggression
Jacksonville, Fla., and Nye Benton
Route One, Mrs. Lois being hospitalized on Tuesday. against South Vietnam' and all
Doxsee of Oxnard Calif.; five Green
of Lee Surnmitt, Mo., She had been a patient at the demands of 'mutual withdrawsisters, Mrs. Carrie Holdsworth .Mrs.
Nursing Home for al.' We reaffirm that the only
Manon Brydean, Mrs. Westview
and Mrs. Abbie Snell, both
aggressor in Vietnam is the UnMary Stiles, and Mrs- Ida several months.
Aledo, Ill., Mrs. Edna Trego
The Murray woman was born ited States. Therefore the UnPrittyman, all of St. Louis, Mo.;
Orion, Ill. Mrs. Saddle Moline three
and was the pjted States must stop its agsons, James A. Hollis, in Trigg County
of Sagrred, Ill., and Mrs. John
gression: U.S. troops and other
and Horace Cox, all of St. Louis, daughter of the late Mr. and
DeDeeker of Rock Island, Ill.; Mo.;
Mitchell. She was a foreign4scrops in the U.S.,camp
twelve grandchildren; Mrs. David
five grandchildren; fourteen
Baptist must be completely withdrawn
twenty-eight great grand- member of the First
great grandchildren.
Church. Senor Ciritzens Club, from Vietnam."
children.
Funeral services will be held
North Murray Homemakers
Funeral services will be held Club, Easten Star, Woodmen
Sunday at two p.m. at the Cable
South Vietnam's representaCommunity Church in Mercer Friday at eleven a.m, at the 'Circle, and the Horne Depart- tive, Phani Dang Lam, repeatCounty, Ill., with burial to chapel of the McEvoy Funeral ment of the Murray Woman's ed his government's demand
follow in the Cable Cemetery. Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev. Club.
for withdrawal of all North
Th Blalock-Coleman Funeral Clifton Dexter officiating. •
Mrs. Gatlin is survived by one Vietnamese forces in the South.
Horne had charge of local
He said it was also "absoluteInterment will be in the daughter, Mrs. Todd (Frances)
arrangements, the body has Walker Cemetery in Henry Yates, and one grandson, Todd ly _necessary to restore the de.been transferred to the County, Tenn. Friends may call M. Yates, both of Columbus, militarized zone which the
Crummy Funeral Home, Viola, at the -McEvoy Funeral Home, Ga., and one brother, Reese erosso
North m
Va
ie&tsnitaem
iyesla
est tiro
gaore
phs
111.
Mitchell of Elvina, New York
Paris, Tenn.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An interim legislative committee has put off action
against the county home-rule
law and barely defeated a
move calling for a special legislative session on federal revenue-sharing.
The Interim Committee on
Cities defeated on an 8-9 vote a
motion to ask Gov. Wendell
Ford to call a special session of
the General Assembly to allocate the $29.1 million the state
is getting this year from feder-

Mrs. Goheen
Dies Yesterday
At Age Of 54

Mr. Cunningham
Dies Wednesday

Rites Held Here
For Mrs. Holland

Mrs. Edmondson
Claimeci Tuesday

Insurance Department Approves
Workmen's Compensation Hike
FRANKFORT,. Ky. (AP)— comes about from two factors,
The State ,Insurance Depart- according to testimony given at
ment Wednesday approved a a public hearing:
—The coal industry now is
23.6 per cent average rate increase on workmen's com- picking up 25 per cent of the
pensation insurance, effective special fund, the one that pays
for subsequent injury and ocJan. 1.
The National Council on Com- cupational disease such as
pensation Insurance, which in- black lung.
Until new legislation this
cludes every company in Kentucky' writing such policies, at year all employers had been
first had sought a 24.1 per cent paying into the special fund—
iiverage boost, then revised it with the coal industry getting
off lightly although the bulk of
downwards.
The lowered rate essentially occupational disease benefits
went to employes in that industry.
—Federal price regulations
have limited the amounts of
various insurance premium increases.
The over-all boost was sought
because new statutes give
broader benefits for workers in
Mrs. Bronzie Forrest of 1607 industry—exclu
ding the coal inCollege Farm Road, Murray,
dustry which operates under
died in her sleep sometime
another category.
Tuesday night at her home. She
National council representawas 80 years of age and the wife
tives commented Wednesday
of the late Ervin Forrest who
that Kentucky's new benefits
died September 28, 1960.
would be among the most liberHer daughter, Mrs. Sadie al of any
state.
Shoemaker who lives nearby,
They include maximum
had talked with her mother
weekly benefits of up to $81 inabout ten p.m. Tuesday just stead of
the current $60 limit,'
prior to her retiring for the
an increase from $500 to $1,500
night. When Mrs. Shoemaker,
in burial expenses and lifetime
who is a nurse on an afternoon
payments in certain cases for
shift,
woke up near noon
injuries instead of the current
Wednesday moriring, she called
limit of 425 weeks.
her mother and when she did
The national council's revised
not receive an answer she went filing on
another compensation
to check at the house and found
phase was also approved by Inher mother had expired.
surance Commissioner Harold
Mrs. Forrest was a member
McGuffey.
of the Martin's Chapel United
It involves what is known as
Methodist Church. She was born
the rate for outstanding polJune 17, 1892, in Calloway
icies—from Jan. 1 onwards for
County and was the daughter of
policies which may be renewed
the late Charlie Wesley Guthrie
qr written later in the year.
and Mary Ella Rozena Guthrie.
In other words, if a policy is
Survivors are two daughters,
due for renewal next June, the
Mrs. Harold (Estelle) Ezell of
employer must pay—in addition
Murray Route One and Mrs.
to the new higher rates—the
Sadie Shoemaker of 1611
"outstanding" rate retroactive
College Farm Road; two
to Jan. 1.
sisters, Mrs. Olive Wilson of
The council earlier asked for
Murray Route One and Mrs.'
a 33 per cent average boost on
Audrey Gibbs of Princeton,
outstanding rates, then modiW.Va.; two granddaughters,
fied it to 25 per cent.
Mrs. Don (Freddie) Buxton of
David Armstrong, a LouisPullman, Washington, and Miss
ville attorney, was hearing offiKay Ezell of Murray. iy.
cer.
Rites will be held at the
graveside at the Murray
Memorial Gardens on Saturday
at eleven a.m. with Rev.
Heyward Robert officiating.
In
charge
of
the
arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
Funeral services for Ivan
friends may call.
Boyd Jones will be held Friday
atAwk_p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church Of Chri-st,
Murray, where he was a
member, with Bro. Roy
Beasley, Jr., officiating.
Pallbearers will be Earl
Nanny, Mickie Morton, Frank
Hargis, J. H. Walston, Ian Irto invade South Vietnam in bla- van, and Forest Boyd. Intant violation of the 1954 Gen- terment will be
in the Murray
eva accords."
Memorial Gardens with the
He said the internal political arrangements by
the Collier
problem of South Vietnam must Funeral
Home, Benton, where
be left to the government of the friends
may call.
Republic of Vietnam and the
Jones, age 73, a resident of
Viet Cong's National Liberation 1717
Melrose, Murray, expired
Front.
Wednesday at 4:25 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had retired from
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company on June 1,
A team of counselors and 1964, after working there in the
teachers from Paducah Tilgh- maintenance department since
man High School led by prin- November 7, 1945.
The deceased formerly
cipal James Traylor
will
present a program of evaluation resided at Dexter and was
at Murray State University married to the former Mae
Dec. 4, focused on the "School- Ivey, who survives, on September 72, 1925. He was born in
Within-A-School" concept.
About 150 students and Calloway County on May 24,
professional educators are 1899, and was the son of the late
expected to attend the meeting Boyd Jones and Celia Redden
to begin at 6 p.m. in the Jones.
Survivors in addition to his
University School auditorium
wife are one daughter. Mrs.
on the campus. .
Dr. William G. Emener, Gene Housden, and one grandassistant professor of guidance daughter, Lita Housden, both of
and counseling at Murray State, Murray; one sister, Mrs. En.
will serve as moderator for the Tidwell of Memphis, Tenn.; two
discussion, which will include a brothers, R. L. Jones and H. E.
rationale based on Glasser's Jones, both of Detroit, Mich.
position on schools without
failure.
- 'School-Within-A-School" is a
4 Continued from Page 1)
special program at Paducah
Tilghman within the overall roof of the building to which
school which utilizes, among the women plunged.
other things, such approaches
He said firemen tried four
as individual instruction and times to shoot a rope to the wospecialized
counseling men above getting enough
progranis to minimize the drop height, but a Ming wide of the
out rate and to afford students mark.
with a more meaningful
"After eacti shot, they had to
education personally in view of reload the gun, rewind the rope
their life situations.
and set up for another shot,"
Initiated three years ago, the Tynes said. "Time was so damprograms has been facilitated ned precious."
by the work of the Title VIII
In still another attempt at
Office in Paducah.
rescue, helicopter pilot Albert
Carrigan tried to get a rope to
FREE KITTENS
the women.
Three long hair
Angora
"I got to the corner of the
kittens, females, seven weeks
building just in time to see the
old, arefree to persons for pets.
last one fall," Carrigan said.
For information call 435-4483.
"It was sickening."

Death Claims
Mrs. Forrest
At Her Home

Funeral Is Friday
At Murray Church
For Ivan B. Jones

irrp
i iedges Not To AllOW 'Any
Avoidable Delay' To End Of War

Mrs. Doxsee
Passes Away
This Morning

Railroad Man
Ben D. Cox
Passes Away

Services Planned
Friday Afternoon
For Mrs. Gatlin

Evaluation Program
Educators To Attend
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